
DID YOU KNOW.
We still have the very best PD library

for the Atari Classic
There are over 400 disks available
Many disks are only £1.50 each

Collections and special sets are even cheaper
EVERY PURCHASE OF A PD DISK
HELPS TO SUPPORT THE MAGAZINEDID YOU REALISE?
We still have the entire ST library available

There are over 1,000 disks
Disks are only .E1 each

We will send you details on request
KEEP SUPPORTING US

AND WE WILL KEEP SUPPORTING YOU
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learn for itself7
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Thanks
Les Ellingham puts it all together and fills
up the gaps but the real thanks goes to the
following who made this issue possible
Sandy Effingham who takes care of all the
alike work, advertising and mail order
For their contributions this issue
Joel Goodwin C h r i s  Richardson

Simon AtterburyKevin Cooke
Dennis Hedges
Terry Chamberlain
Charlie AyresDave Bennett
Paul Lay

Jason Kendall
David SargeantJames Mat hrick
Ann 0'Driscoll
Austin Hillman
Richard Gore
John S Davison

APOLOGIES
I am still extremely poor in acknowledging
contributions so I apologise to everyone
who has sent in stuff and thought it hasgone through the wormhole_ The intention
to reply to everyone is there but the time
seems to drift by. If you have not heard.
thank you and keep watching the mag, youmight be surprised.

HOW IT'S DONE
PAGE 6 shows _lust what you can do with your Atari,NEW ATARI USER has ahyays been created entirely with

Atari equipment. Initially on the XL but more lately witha Mega s
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Hardware includes a Mega ST2 (upgraded to 4
1 M b) .SM125 Monitor. Supra 30Mb Hard Disk. a HP laserjetIll. Citkzen 1241) printer. Philips CM8833 monitor.130XF. a couple of 1050 disk drives, 850 interface. NEC
8023 fruiter. Principal software used is Protext andFleet Street Publisher 3.0. Other software includes Ker-
mit, TariTalk, Turbo Basic and various custom written
programs on the XL/XE. Articles submitted on XL/XEdisks are transferred across to the ST via TARITALK.
Programs are coded on the XE and printed out directly
for pasting In after the typesetting is completed. All
major editing Is done with Protest and pages are laid out
with Fleet Street Publisher. 1-:aeh page is output directlyfrom Fleet Street to a HP Laserjet Ill which producesfinished pages exactly as you see them. All that is left isto drop In the listings and photos.
Well. It's not quite as easy as that but you get the Idea!
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Inspiration
I decided to revive my library ticket this time and
borrow afetu CDs from the library. I don't know whyt didn't think of it before. A major new discouery LsKate Campbell who has two excellent CDs. She Is
one of those artists classified as 'New Country but tsmuch more towards contemporary folk and a crack-
ing songwriter with superbly observed insights intoarritnary 41e. I also had Nand Griffith's Blue Roses
From The Mains which is a little different from earlierstuff but still good after a few plays. Also from the
library came LICX211 Baez and Joni Mitchell But a fewdays before I came to write this l discovered that
Robbie Robertson had a new CD entitled Contactfrom the Underworld of Red Boy. another Native
American inspired collection and I had to get it. Not
as good as his last but still superb for my tastes andInterests with a song that ties in neatly with the book
have just read Excellent, it's on the headphones now,

CONTRIBUTIONS
Without contributions from its readers, NEW
ATARI USER would not be possible. PAGE 6
welcomes and encourages its readers to sub-
mit, articles, programs and reviews for publi-cation. Programs must be submitted on disk
or cassette, articles should wherever possible
be submitted as text files on disk. We seek to
encourage your participation and do not
have strict rules for submissions. If some-
thing interests you, write a program or arti-cle and submit it!

COPYRIGHT
All original articles, programs and other material in
NEW ATARI USER remain the copyright of the au-
thor as credited. All uneredited material is copyright
PAGE 6. Permission must be sought by anyonewishing to republish any material. Whilst we take
whatever steps we can to ensure the accuracy ofarticles and programs and the contents of advertise-
ments, PAGE 6 cannot be held liable for any errors
or claims made by advertisers,
ATARI (TM) is a registered trademark of ATARI CORP. Allreferences should be so noted, NEW ATARI USER is an
independent publication and has no connection with Atari orwith any other company or publisher.

Editorial address: P.O. Box 54, Stafford, ST16 1DR, ENGLAND Tel. 01785 241153
Editor & Publisher: Les Ellingham - Advertising: Sandy Ellingham
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Editoriar

W
• e l l ,  herr we are bang on schedule and all going as planned. You have all given great

support and understanding following my explanation for delays last time and it is
great to be able to get back on schedule. With your continuing support (and

contributions) it looks like t.I'ds year will see us back on the straight and narrow. if you have a
few sceptic friends, let them know and get them to renew their subscriptions.

4

INTERNET
A couple of issues ago I said that I would talk about my Internet experiences following a visit to
a Cyber Cafe in Glastonbury. Since then I have been to Glastonbury again and yesterday visited
a local shop that offers Internet access. I have to say that the Internet is totally brilliant yet
unbelievably frustrating.
Vi'hen I first logged on I used the search facilities looking for favourite subjects. I tried the set-fi
author Arthur C. Clarke and it came up with something like 1.400 entries1 All I managed to do
was skim through a few likely looking entries on the first few pages and most of it was pure
dross such as an entry on somebody's list of their 100 favourite authors! If you want something
popular like Star Trek it is even worse. My son tried this and there are tens of thousands of
sites, totally impossible to wade through. Interesting yet frustrating.
This latest time I had a few addresses to go directly to but I also wanted to search for

something. Bearing in mind that it costs ,f,,5 an hour I couldn't afford to spend all day on
-
l ine s o  I
booked an hour. what I really wanted to find was some reference to someone called Leonard
Peltier. Leonard Peltier is a Native American who has been in prison since 1976 after being
convicted for a crime he did not commit. I had just read a book about his trial and. as the book
was published in 1991, I wanted to know his current situation. This is where the Internet really
comes into its own for without it there is no possible way I could find such information within a
short time. it would take months of research in libraries and in correspondence. Since I had no
idea where to start looking I entered his name into a search on Yahoo (see John Davison's recent
articles) and it came up with Just 4 entries. These turned out to be references within the reports
of proceedings in the Canadian Parliament and two of the entries were in Frenchl Severely
disappointed I turned to the other sites that I had addresses for. One of these was for RobbieRobertson and I found out some useful facts that I didn't know. I also discovered what IV
appearances he was due to do in the USA in the coming months, not directly useful but where
else could you find such information?
I next connected to Greenwich Workshop who publish fine art prints since I was interested in

work by Howard Terpning. This was a superb site with the last dozen or so of the company's
catalogues on line to browse through. Trouble is each page was illustrated in full colour arid
whilst the quality was superb it took ages and ages to download. Each time I went to a new page
there was a minute or more wait while the picture gradually appeared. Talk about frustrating.
Can you imagine checking out a painting in a gallery where the curator only uncovered a little
bit of the painting at a time? I checked the index available and looked up Howard Tcrpning and
found about. twenty entries. I began checking them out but. realised that I was running out oftime so abandoned this to check another site.
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continued on page 35

SOFTWARE
GALORE!
You may have thought that software for the Atari

Classic had all but disappeared but there are still
several companies in the USA actively trading in the
stuff and even producing new ROM cartridges!
One such is VIDEO 61 who have just sent us their

latest price list. They sell new and used software for
the Atari 2600, 7800 and 5200 game systems along
with brand new carindges and disks for the Atari 8-bit.
Among the 100 plus cartridges listed are games such
as Alpha Shield, Claim Jumper. Congo Bongo. Chick-
en, Dark Chambers. Journey Into Space. Kickback,
Mr. Cool, Space Journey. Springer and Topper. Flow
many of those have you heard of? Not only that but
VIDEO 61 produce their own ROM cartridges which
include MYDOS and the following NEW games -
Rocks, Amazemaze, Hearts, Montana Solitaire, Check-
ers, Jailbreak, Ricochet, Sharp Shooter, My Jong andPaddle Wars.
If you prefer disks there are 136 disks listed includ-

ing such long gone gems as FLIGHT SIMULATOR II
and Elektraglide. Among the more unusual titles you
will find Aquairon. Bismark, Classy Chassis. Dives.

YOU ARE NOT ALONE!
If you are an Atari gaming fanatic, whether

with an Atari computer, a VCS, 2600 or 7800
games system, you may be delighted to know
that you are not alone.
Over in Albuquerque, New Mexico a couple of

diehard fanatics publish a regular newsletter
for the likes of you entitled ORPHANED COM-
PUTERS & GAME SYSTEMS. The newsletter
covers all those systems that have been aban-
doned by their makers and now survive only in
the hands of foster parents like yourself.
Although not exclusively Atari there are many
Atari games reviewed each issue with perhaps a
bias towards Atari systems (stands to reason!).The December 1997 issue included reviews or
comments on several Atari games and an article
about the 8-bit. Not necessarily in depth cover-
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Guderian, Knickerbockers, Maxwell Manor, Pensate.
Paris in Danger. Space Cowboy, Spite & Malice, Title
Bout Boxing and loads more. There has to be some-
thing in that list that you don't have in your collection!
The prices are reasonably high compared to many of

the 'clear-out' bargains that have been had over recent
years, but then many of these are scarce titles andsome have not been seen in the UK before. ROM
cartridges are $19.95 each and disks are priced be-
tween $9.95 and $14.95 each. Shipping costs overseas
are not mentioned so it would be best to enquire first
The good news is that the company accept Visa,
Masterclass and American Express so the usual hassles
of paying can be avoided.
Your best bet is to send a couple of International

Reply Coupons with a request for the listing and costs
of overseas shipping or phone for more details. Send
to Video 61, 22735 Congo Si. NE., Stacy, MN 55079,
USA. The phone number from the UK is 001 612 462
2500 and Minneapolis is 6 hours behind UK time sotake that into account.
If you do get some of this obscure software please

consider writing a review for a future issue of New
Atari User or, at the very least, drop us a line to let us
know how you got on with ordering and delivery. We
need to share as much infonnation as we can these
days to keep Atari interest alive,

age and only 10 pages in all, but an interesting
read nevertheless. One of the best things is the
author's sense of humour evidenced in 'Letters'
page in which the Tull mailbag' is presented.
You have everything here from circulars for
beef patties to the electricity bill! Some morn-
ings I know how he feels!
ORPHANED COMPUTERS & GAME SYS-

TEMS will cost you virtually nothing. All the
authors ask is that you send $1 for the next
issue. This, of course is for the USA so I would
suggest that you send a couple of dollars at
least to cover the postage. Pop down to the bank
or local travel agent and get yourself a handful
of dollar bills and send a couple to Orphaned
Computers & Game Systems, 4321 Montgomery
NE, #339 Albuquerque, NM 87109, USA.
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Mailbag

6

This issue's
Mailbag
conducted by
Les Ellingham

Some cracking letters this
time for llefailbag so, without
_further ado, lees get going,

FOLLOWING UP
Long-time Atari supporter
Richard Gore has a number of
interesting follow-ups from
last issue's Mailbag so let's
hear from him:
"Firstly let me say how
pleased I was to receive thelatest issue of NAU. Issuer
82, after such a long wait
from Issue 81.1 must admit I
was fearing the worst, as I
believe many other subscri-
bers were, but now hopefully
we can continue on.
I would like to address sev-

eral issues made in the Issue
82 Mailbag starting with
Mice. Several programs have
been written to take advan-
tage of this very useful input
device, As Paul Brantley
stated The Brandies is one,

but there are more. The
Brandies level editor is
another. Mine Sweeper from
PPP offers a mouse option as
does Shanghai. a version of
Mah-Jong from Activision.
For those of you interested in
programming the Quick
programming language from
PPP (Dean Garaghty in the
UK) offers built-in support for
the use of a mouse in prog-
ramming. indeed the Quick
Ed character set designer
from PPP uses it to greateffect_ Paul also mentioned a
bonus program in Issue 79,
Guntris. Well, I am possibly
the most qualified person to
answer questions about that
program as I wrote it, and yes
it does support mouse input
(and light gun and joystick
inputs as well). It was written
In Quick and uses the mouse
Input commands of that lan-
guage. I'm sure there areothers out there as well.
Now on to the issue of the
mouse itself. Several years
ago you used to be able to go
into any computer shop and
buy a switchable ST/Amiga
mouse, you set this to ST
mode by flicking a switch
usually on the bottom of the
mouse, plug it into port 2 of
your Atari and you were
away, however they are not
that easy to find any more!
Mice that PC's use these days
are, to the best of my know-
ledge. not easily convertible
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for use on an Atari 8-bit, or
ST or Amiga for that matter.
The connectors are different
for a start and the PC has
two formats of mice (ps/2
and serial I think) which re-
quire software drivers to be
installed (mind you which PC
peripheral doesn't?). It might
be possible to use a PCmouse with a bit of work (but
then again it might not) but
by far the easiest way is touse a mouse from an Atari
ST. even though you can only
use the left mouse button
and not the right one. Has
anybody figured that out yet
and come up with a software
method of reading the rightbutton?
Now on to PCs. Well vou

either love or hate them.
Some would say they're prog-
ress. others would argue
against them. I do have a PC.
I mainly use it for Internet
connection and MT work. I
have a few games but I still
regularly go back to my 8-bit
and play games on that. PC
games can have CD quality
sound, realistic video play-
back and graphics that
would blow your mind, but
they ofien come with inch
thick manuals and require
you to learn eight-six key
presses just to launch your
ship. Most PC games in my
opinion are overpriced and
over complex. sure some-
times it is great to sit dowti

for hours on end and play a
game and be able to return to
it time and time again and
still only be scratching its
surface, but there are times
when you want a quick half
an hour of game playing ac•
tion just to see if you can
beat your best score. Some of
the most popular games have
the simplest ideas, just look
at Bomberman - simple idea.
simple graphics. hugely
addictive and eminently prog-rammable on a 8-bit
machine, but there aren't
many games like that about.
A lot of people now use PCs

at work, but few actually
understand how they work.
how they've developed or
even how to use them proper-
ly or efficiently. Sure theymake work easier in some
cases but some people are
'frightened' of them and we
now have a whole range of
industrial diseases caused by
people using them all day
and we call that progress?
You may have guessed I have
mixed emotions, I grew up
with the computer revolution,
I love using them. I under-
stand something about them
and their history. I'm no ex-
pert but I'm very cynical
about people's dependency
and misconceptions.
There are several Atari 8-bit

emulators available for PC
users like MAO and PC Xfor-
mer. To my mind Xl-itt is the

better of the two but PC Xfor-
mer was the first and is still
highly commendable. Only
you can decide whether or
not you are interested inthem, There are several inter-
faces that allow you to con-
nect up your PC and 8-bit
computers and transfer databetween the two. You can
even set your PC to act as a
disk drive slaved to your 8-bit
Atari. Various people (includ-
ing myself) can supply theemulators and software to
run on them, but why wouldyou want to run 8-bit soft-
ware on your PC when you
have your Atari sat there
right next to your PC? God
question! There are several
answers. There are people
out there who have got rid of
their 8-bit equipment and
would love to fire up an emu-lator and relive a little bit of
what they grew up with.
Other people's machines
might have died and they
can't get replacements and so
move on to another platform
- lo and behold they can use
'their Atari' again. Other peo-
ple just want to have both.the best of both worlds.
Whatever your reasons, there
are many people interested
and probably just as manynot interested, However what
remains is that it is now pos-sible to emulate earlier com-
puters on today's PCs and
the software will probably
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work (even faster) on tomor-
mw's PCs and next year'sPCs and the next millen-
nium's PCs thus ensuring
longevity of the machine and
heritage even though the
founding company has long
since disappeared. Who
knows Windows 2095 mighteven have emulators built in?
Several months ago. people
on the Atari newsgroups on
the Internet were talking
about replacing the CPUs ofthe 8-bits with faster ones in
attempt to make the compu-
ters run fasten Many thought
that although it might be
possible to replace the CPUs
(indeed that is possible and
has been done) hying to get
any worthwhile Increase in
speed would probably notwork due to the architecture
of the motherboard and the
other microchips. So how
about this idea? XLit! and PC
Xfortner can and do run fas-
ter than the original
machines on recent specifica-tion PCs. P150 Pentiums and
equivalents and above, so
without any hardware modifi-
cations you can have an Atari
8-bit computer (albeit emu-
lated on another computer)
running faster than the ori-
ginal machines. how far can
we push this increase in
speed? Can we really take
advantage of such things? I
don't know but it would be
great if we could find out.
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I hope that I've provided
some food for thought with-
out boring you. By the way if
anybody wants to contact me
by e-mail, please feel free to
do so at Rgormoteaol.com"

XF551 INFO
Chris Richardson over in Ger-
many has some information
for us following Alan Milne'sletter last issue:
"The XF-551 is capable of
writing in four different de-
nsities as follows -
•  Single density (one sided)
720 sectors/128 bytes =90 KB

•  Medium density (one
sided) 1040 sectors/128
bytes = 130 KB

•  Double density (one sided)
720 sectors/256 bytes =180 KB

•  Quad density (two sided)
1440 sectors/256 bytes =
360 KB

The XF-551 is capable of
writing on both sides of the
disk. In Quad density the
drive writes sectors 1 - 720
on side 1 and sectors 721 -
1440 on side 2, the switch
from one side to-the other
isn't noticed by the user. One
of the biggest problems of the
XF-551 is its inability to rec-
ognise the density on a disk
(the 1050 does this automa-
tically) which means that the
8

software must do this. DOS
2.5 (which was supplied with
the XF-551) cannot do this
but other DOS's like BIBO-
DOS for example are perfect-
ly capable of quad formatwith the XF-551. It is not
possible to just turn the diskover as with the 1050 drive
as the drive does use the tim-
ing hole which would then be
on the wrong side. Years ago
It was possible to get disks
with two timing holes but I
don't know where you could
still get them.I have two 1050 drives and
have never owned a XF-55I
so I hope all this information
Is correct. I would encourage
anyone using a XF-551 to
buy a copy of BIBO-DOS
from Klaus Peters Elektronic.
Compy Shop. Gneisenau
Strasse 29. 4330 Mullheim,
Germany."

PC TRANSFER
PROBLEMS
Philip Brownfrom Ipswich isone user who would like to
use a PC alongside his 8-bit
but is having problems:
"I wonder if any of yourreaders have come across the

following problem. If so I
would be grateful for any
advice you have to offer.
Some years ago I bought a
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second-hand Atari 8001L.
1050 disk drive and 1029
printer to use as a word pro-
cessor. Over the years I wrote
many short stories and
poems which, of course. I
stored on floppy disks. Even-
tually I purchased another
second-hand computer, a
Tandon 286. Wishing to
transfer all my files to the PC,
I also purchased a GM Trans-fer cable and software from
Derek Fern. Unfortunately I
have had no success whatev-
er in using the transfer cable.
There arc several possibilitiesfor this:
- The 286 PC may not be
suitable. maybe I need a 386
or higher.
- From time to time the 286
crashes, leaving me with ablank screen and the mes-
sage parity Check in the topleft hard comer. I have, after
extensive enquiries, found
that Parity Error would indi-
cate a faulty RAM chip but
have, hopefully, eliminated
this problem with the help of
a diagnostic program,
• During my enquiries I disc-
overed that some early Win-
dows programs. I have Win-
dows 3.1, contained a fault
that could cause the
problem.
- The most likely cause I be-
lieve is the fact that my Atari
1050 drive was modified by
having an Innovated Software
Plate fitted. There is an eke-

tronic toggle device to changefrom normal to the IS mode.
but I often have trouble load-
ing programs. especially inthe IS mode. For instance
Mini Office would load with
very few problems but AtariWriter Plus would not load in
either mode.
- The fifth reason could be
Operator Ignorance. I find
that the operating instruc-
tions are not completely idiot
proof. A very simple step by
step set of instructions might
be helpful.I can load the SIO2PC ver-
sion 2 program on my PC.
either from the floppy disk or
the hard drive. through Win-
dows but there is no sign ofinteraction between the PC
and the Atari XL.
Here's hoping that one of

your readers may be able to
throw some light on the
problem."

PC CONNECTIONS
Here are some suggestions
and observations from Simon
Atterbury on making it easier
to use emulators on the PC.
"I have been reading with

great interest in the last fewissues of NAU about emula-
tion of the Atari Classic on
the PC. Reading the letters
pages it seems as though a
lot of the readership own

PC's. In that case why don't
you offer Freeware/ Share-ware etc. emulation software
In the Page 6 Library for PC's
and Mac's. If you get a
reasonable user base you
may want to offer the PD
software you hold in the lib-
rary on 3.5 inch PC formatdisk for all emulation users.
As there seems to be several
emulators out there you maywant to recommend one as
the standard emulator for
NAU readers and ensure that
any files you hold in the lib-
rary are compatible with thatemulator.
As an owner of an Atari 800
(starting to fall apart). two
800XL's (one with dodgy
keyboard and the other with
lousy video output) and a
1050 disk drive (only works
during the full moon). I am
already running 8-bit prog-
rams on my PC. Therefore I
would certainly be interestedIn the above service.
Obviously the emulators anda lot of the software are avail-
able on the WWW for down-
loading but the convenience
of sending off an order to
you. getting the software
(that actually works) on a
disk and having properdocumentation would be of
great benefit.
What do you think?"
T Interesting ideas there.
Simon but one or two prob-
lems. One of the reasons that
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the Page 6 Library was so
successful in the early days
when there were many PD lib-
raries about was that I took
PD programs from many sour-
ces, checked them all out to
make sure they worked land
more importantly made sure
that it was fairly easy to
understand how to use them),
and put them on a disk in
such a way that anyone could
use them- You didn't have to
understand programming or
work out what to do to get a
program to run. Provided you
understood the basics of
using the Atari, you simply
needed to boot up the disk
and input your choice of prog-
ram from a menu. Now I am
sure that this sort of idea
would work equally as well
for PC users In the way you
suggest. Rather than have to
trawl the Web looking for
programs that might or might
not work wouldn't it be
easier to buy ready made
disks that someone eLse had
already tested. I urn sure it
would be popular.
The problem Is that I don'thave a PC and without one

there is no way that I can test
programs or put together
disks. The even worse news
is that it is tutlikely that I
would be able to afford to buy
a PC until the 21st century,
and even then riot for a good
while, so it looks as if a good
Idea will have to be consigned
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to the 'good ideas that never
were basket. Sorry!

HERE BE MICE!
In the last issue Paul Bromley
asked whether anyone knew
of programs for the 8-bit thatused a mouse. Kevin Cooke
has been doing some re-
search and has come up with
the following:
"As far as 1 know the full list
of software that can use a
mouse on the 8-bit is as fol-
lows: Brundles. Brundles
Editor. Printworks. Operation
Blood II, Quick Ed (character
set editor), SAM.. SAM
Budget. SAM Designer. SAM
Utility Extensions 1, Card
Stax (on Futuna issue 14).
Multi Mouse (Page 6 Issue
42) and a game written by
myself called 'Noughts and
Crosses' on a past issue ofFutura.
Multi Mouse is great and

was used to write my own
Noughts and Crosses game.
If you want to use it in Turbo
Basic however, you'll need a
modified version available
from several PD libraries. I
also wrote a column called
'Adding A Mouse' in several
issues of the Futura disk-
mag. reviewing much of thissoftware. Check it out for a
more in-depth examination of
using a mouse on the Clas-
10

sic. I hope this helps Paul out
or perhaps gives him a leadto other software.
While I think of it, In a long

gone issue of Page 6 (or it
may have been Atari User)
one company was advertisingmice for sale on the Classic
and some software including
a patch that would allow
Atari Artist to recognise a
mouse. Does anyone know if
It really existed or was it
vapourware?"

DRIVE PROBLEMS
Dennis Hedges from South-
ampton needs some help in
fodng his 1050 disk drive andno doubt someone will have
the answer.
"Can anyone help? I seem to
be in trouble with my 1050
chive again.1 am unable towrite to it unless I take the
cover off. I know what the
problem is but! have beenunable to find the correct
parts to fix it. The sensor on
the write protect is not work-
ing. it appears to be the top
one as looking at it the little
bulb is black. I cannot see
any manufacture's markings
on it if there ever were any. Is
this an Atari only product or
something one can get from
Maplin?
I should like to take this

opportunity to thank Les and
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Sandy for all the good work
In keeping the magazine
going. I may not understandIt all but it is nice to know
that someone is around to
help. A thank you to DerekFern from Micro Discount in
February for giving his
assistance in going through a
SIO2PC problem I had.
Also are there any Atari

users here in the south of
Hampshire. I know a whileback there were some in the
Portsmouth area If you arc
still there I would like to
make some contact"
! Thanks, Dennis. It looks
like you might be able to help
Philip Brown (see his letter
this issue) with S102PC prob-lents and 1 am sure someone
will come up with an answer
to your 1050 problem. If any-one local to Dennis wants to
get in touch, give him a ring
on 01489 601771.

TRAIN TIME!
Term Chamberlain has spent
a good couple of years on a
special project but here finds
time to help out with answers
to several of the questions
posed in last issue's Mailbag.
"I was very happy to receive

the latest issue (82) of New
Atari User and see in your
editorial that you intend in
carry on for yet another year

but I was also sorry to hearabout the effort that it is
costing you to keep going.
Please believe that your hard
work is very much appreci-
ated. I hope that the smallcontribution enclosed for the
latest PD disks is of some
help.
You may recall about a year
ago I wrote telling you of the
current Atari project that is
occupying all of my sparetime. This is the hardware
and software to implementan interface from the Atari
Classic to control model rail-
ways using the Digital Com-
mand Control system - as re-
quested by Decker McAllister
and his colleagues in Califor-nia and Arizona.
After nearly two years of

work (and considerably
beyond my initial estimates)
It looks as though completion
is in sight The first demon-
stration version of the soft-
ware. which now stretches to
over 15,000 lines of Assemb-
ler source code was released
just before Christmas for eva-
luation. Much to my relief it
appears to run perfectly on
the NTSC (USA) versions of
the Atari Classic - since it
Involves a lot of critical tim-
ing routines I was a little
worried that changing to
60Hz screen frame rate from
the normal PAL 501Iz rate
would disrupt operationsbut all seems well.

I am now back working on
the design of the interface
electronics, to bring themInto line with the needs of the
software, and it looks as
though I might manage to get
a real working system before
summer. I won't manage to
write it up as an article be-
fore your next deadline of2nd March, but I will make
every effort to produce some
text for you for the issue afterthat
Meanwhile, I can, perhaps.add a few comments to some

of the topics brought up in
the most recent 'Mailbag'.
Firstly. I can claim to be one
of the people who have re-
tained their Atari Classic sys-
tem after acquiring a PC. In
fact, production of the soft-
ware for the model railway
DCC project mentioned abovewould have been almost im-
possible without the use of
both types of machine. I usethe excellent SIO2PC share-
ware software produced by
Nick Kennedy to connect my
800XL to the PC. The actual
connection is made by a
small piece of hardware verysimilar to the RS232 inter-
face described in Issue 81.
This is relatively easy to con-
struct following the docume-
ntation provided by Nick
Kennedy (and perhaps takinginto account the comments
made by John Foskett
Issue 82) and connects the
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Atari SIO port to any RS232
serial port on the PC.
Once connected, the

SIO2PC software running onthe PC turns the PC into a
set of 'super' Atari disk driveswhich can be handled under
any Atari DOS system with-
out any modifications to the
Atari hardware, and without
any additional software run-
ning on the Atari machine.Atari files can be stored on
the PC hard drive or transfer-
red to PC floppy disks, so you
can have your complete Atari
library almost instantly tohand.
Using SpartaDOS (or. I be-

lieve., MyDOS) it is possible to
set up these 'super' disks on
the PC with a capacity of1MB - which was essential
for the model railway projectwhere the source files
amount to around 500KB
and the Assembler list file
alone occupies in excess of6501(13. I have to admit that
files of this size are totally
beyond the capabilities of anyof the Atari text editors, so I
actually use the PC to gener-
ate and edit all of the
Assembler source code. This
is then transferred to the
Atari 800XL via an RS232
comms link, using a P:R:
Connection and BobTerm at
the Atari end to handle the
communications. BobTerm
by far the best mums prog-ram for the Atari Classic
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machines and translates the
PC's CR/LF ASCII characters
to Atari 'End-of-Line' charac-
ters 'on the fly'. After a little
more manipulation on the800XL the translated source
file (held on an SIO2PC
'super' disk in the PC) can
then be accessed by the
Assembler/Editor cartridge
and assembled to produce
the required machine-code
object program and the out-
put list file. These are output
directly to another 5102PC
'super' disk file on the PC
since there is no way the very
large files involved could be
held within the 800XL mem-
ory or on a real Atari diskdrive.
Although it all sounds very
complex. It is relatively easy
to use in practice - and very
satisfying to utilise the PC as
an Atari peripheral!
With regard to the use of a

mouse on the Atari Classic,
this is certainly possible
although I am not aware of
any commercial or PD prog-
rams which currently provide
employment for the little ro-dent. Mice intended for either
the Atari sr or the Commod-
ore Amiga can be connected
to a joystick port, although it
Is not possible to connect up
a Serial or PS/2 mouse in-
tended for PC use. To follow
fast mouse movements it is
necessary to sample the
mouse signals at around
12

1000 limes a second - per-
fectly feasible at Assembler
level but beyond the capabil-
ity of any routine written in
Basic. Mouse usage Is fully
supported in my own model
railway control software
which incorporates the
necessary machine-code
routines. Less than 250 lines
of Assembler are required to
implement a general-purposemouse handler which can be
incorporated In the standard
Atari CIO system and. hence,
made accessible to any appli-
cation program written inBasic or machine code. A few
years ago I successfully mod-
ified the code of the game
Taipei (a version of Shanghai
or Mah Jong solitaire, avail-
able at one time from Page 6)
to accept mouse rather than
joystick input. This was writ-
ten up for an article which
appeared In the now-de-
ceased '8:16' magazine. If
there is any interest among
your readers. I might resur-rect some of that article for a
future issue of NAU.
Finally, in reply to the queryfrom Alan Milne on how to

escape from a machine-codesubroutine back to Basic, all
that is required is to executean RFS instruction in the
subroutine - provided that
the machine-code subroutine
has previously taken all of its
parameters. which may have
been passed to it from Basic.
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off the computer's stack. Full
details of the process are de-
scribed in Chapters 4 and II
of "Your Atari Compute?' byPoole, McNiff. & Cook. Brie-
fly, when you call a machinecode subroutine from Basic
with an instruction of the
form -
A -= USR(ADDR,P I ,P2)
- the address of the next
Basic instruction is first.
pushed to the computer's
stack (a reserved area of
memory) as two bytes. The
values of the optional para-meters - here PI and P2 - are
pushed to the stack as two
more bytes each. P2 first
then Pl. Finally, a one byte
value equal to the number of
parameters (zero if there are
no parameters) is pushed tothe stack and execution then
jumps to the memoryaddress of the subroutine.
given by the value of ADDR.
Within the USR subroutine.

values are progressively re-
moved from the stack by
using the PLA instruction,
one PLA to get the number of
parameters (usually the firstinstruction executed in the
machine-code), then pairs of
PLAs to fetch the parameters
(high-byte first) starting with
P 1, then P2. in the reverse
order from which they were
originally put on the stack. Atthe end of the USR sub-
routine the stack should only
contain the two-byte address

of the next Basic instruction.
This Is pulled off the stack by
execution of the RTS instruc-
tion, and program execution
returns to your Basic
program,
It is possible to pass a two-

byte value back to Basic from
the USR subroutine by in-
cluding instructions to load it
to memory locations 212 and
213 ($D4 and SD5), low byte
in 212. On return to Basic.
the value will then appear in
variable A, in the above ex-
ample. or in whatever other
variable has been assignedthe value of the USR function
in your program.All the best for the future!"

REPAIRS AND
EMULATIONS
Charlie Ayres from Wooci
Green in London is another
who has connected up a PCwith his Atari and shares
some of his findings, along
with some acluite on repairs
and some help with Multi-Boot.
"Back in issue 79 I wrote

about repairing a defunct
power supply. Part No CO
60592-34/TM 7498. which
had a hidden fuse in a sealed
unit. I have now had another
failure with a power supply
Part No CO 61516/34 which

Is supposed to be used with a1010 recorder. This one Is a
lot trickier to repair but it
can be done. First of all it is
In a completely scaled unit
with no way to obtain entry
but there is a groove around
the middle of the unit. If you
carefully cut around the
groove with a hacksaw it is
possible to get to the inter-nals without too much dam-
age. Inside is a transformerwhich has connected across
two terminals a small black
rectangular object- This is athermal fuse and is marked:-
UMI D3, X21.• 102 Degrees
C.3amp.250 Volts. Unfortun-
ately Maplins do not stock a
replacement for this item but
have tried a 2 Amp thermal

fuse and although the voltageIs too low it does at least
work. Does anyone know
where I can source the cor-
rect thermal fuse? It is not
too easy to assemble the ease
again as there is no way toconnect the two halves but I
have cheated by using black
PVC insulation tape and it
makes quite a secure job.I am a serious collector of
old computers since I bought
my first Atari 800XL way
back in the early eighties andI now have 28 assorted com-
puters all in perfect working
order from the 8GOXL up to
an Olivetti PC and I was very
Interested in the items about
emulators and using a PC to
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run Atari programs. I have
tried GEM ULATOR to emu-
late an ST on the PC and it is
a great program which will
also enable you to then emu-late an 800XL on the ST
emulator. Quite a long win-
ded way to get back to theClassic but it works. At the
moment I am trying to getPacifist and also Tosbox to
work on the PC but although
I can get Stosser disk II to
run OK there is a problemwith other disks which will
either give a blank desktop
without the drives showing
but with the Busy Bee work-
ing with the mouse or else
the first screen will come up
and then the computer locks
up. If anyone has the
answers to these problems
would be very happy to hearfrom them.
I have recently been looking

Into the possibilities of con-
necting an STE to the PC so
that I can utilise the spare
space on a 1.2 Gig hard drive
to save Atari programs andalso to use the CD ROM
drive. This appears to be
something which can be done
using a null modem cable
and a program called Ghost-link. I would also like to
know if it is possible to con-
nect. a 210 Meg Seagate drive
to an STE using an ICD link.This was mentioned in an
Atari Si' Review mag wayback In 1992 and it was
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rather expensive then. Is
there another way to connect
these two that has been disc-
overed since then and what
will the cost be or is there
anyone who has managed to
complete the connections
and get their systems work-
ing properly? Please let meknow,
In reply to the letter from

John Hull about transferring
from disk or cassette I have a
copy of MULTI-BOOT XL
which will transfer program-mes from both to a disk and
will run when OPTION is held
down while switching on.
This gives you a menu to pick
from and you can select the
program you wish to run.1
have tried to convert my tape
collection to disk usingTRANSDISK but there are
some programs which willnot transfer across but there
Is a possibility that you cando it with MULTI-BOOT XL.
This works with games but Ihave not tried it with text
files and so cannot say
whether this is possible. Thisdisk came with a collection
that I purchased quite a long
time ago so I do not know
whether it was released as
PD or if it is a commercial
program. There is a slight
problem that may occur
when copying from tapes andthat is if there is a screen
loaded first and then a gap in
the tape before the program
14

loads you may get Just the
title screen copied and then
the program thinks it has fin-
ished the copy so it stops.
Perhaps Les can find where
the programme originatedfrom and whether it can be
used in the PD library.
This may get some responsefrom readers so I will close
but I am enclosing an order
with this letter (or article if it
Is too long for the letter page).From the contents of issue 82
It seems that there are only
the same few regulars that
are contributing to the the
magazine so lets give him all
the help we can in 1998 sothat PAGE 6 can continue to
give us, the Classic Diehards.
the support that he has con-
tinued to give us for many
years."

OF MANY THINGS
Dave Bennett of Coventry has
loads of things to get you
thinking for next time:
"I have not been using my

800XL for some time as I
seem to be kept busy despite
having been retired for over 5
years now! I am still interes-ted however and do intend to
get back to it eventually. I
have a reasonable number of
games and programs and try
to keep up with the news. so
I was very pleased to see the
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latest issue of your magazinearrive.
You said that you would like

something for the letters
page. so perhaps some of my
comments could help to fill
in. First, the uses of the Atari
computers - it seems that
many people still use them
for serious use, not just
games and I use my ST for
personal finances, using K-
Spread version 2 that came
free with a magazine at onetime. I also use First Word
Plus version 2.02 regularly,
mainly for letters and intend
to keep on using these prog-
rams indefinitely. With both
of these programs I would
like to have a copy of the
manuals but I seem to re-
member having difficulty
finding even updated ver-
sions with manuals when I
tried many years ago. Are
there any sources of these
manuals still available, poss-
ibly with updated and hope-
fully compatible versions of
the software?
I bought Railway Tycoon for

the ST a few years back, from
a computer shop that was
clearing its Atari stock and
found a bug - at times the
railway network put in diffe-
rent lines to those entered on
the 'map' and the program
either allowed collisions, re-
fused to reroute trains, or
signals malfunctioned. When
I eventually contacted the

help line one person seemed
to remember there being a
bug at one time. but I was
told it was now old and I
should return the game to
the shop where I bought it as
they no longer supported it in
Atari format. Fortunately it
seems to run okay most of
the time and I can cope, but
presumably this now applies
to all programs and anyassistance or information
about faulty programs must
be through your pages.
Anticipating problems with

repairs in future. I bought a
spare 800XL and 1040ST
when I got the chance and alist of contacts who can make
repairs could be useful, as I
see this as a real problem.
In passing you may all liketo know that the reason for

someone selling me the spareST was because of the diffe-
rent IBM system used at
schools, and the relatively
poor programs that came
with the machine, despite
their favourable impressionof the machine itself. When
compared the programs pro-
vided with my spreadsheet
and word processor programs
[
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out contact with a magazine
or user group to get better
and extra programs I too
would have used a different
machine!
While I intend to keep my

Atari computers 1 would like

my daughter and family to be
able to use my programs ontheir IBM PC. Neither of us
has a modem so is there an
emulator program and in-struction book for the ST and
XL available by post?
Also can anyone tell me howI can tell if second-hand hard
disk or disk drives are Atari
compatible without actually
trying them out?
Can you please help me witha solution to Silicon Dreams?
Ideally I would like a com-
plete solution so that if I get
stuck again I can find a way
forward, but at present!
could do with some help in
Snowball. According to theleaflet enclosed with the
game there should have beena hint sheet available as an
extra at some time - presum-
ably no longer for sale - but
can anyone let me have the
Information?1 got to the lift
and seem to need a spanner
to open a hatch in the roof ofthe lift. I think that I need to
find a maintenance robot
first, but despite going all
around the available part of
the ship I can't find a span-ner or robot!
In passing does anyone
know why the tape copy I
have was issued by Level 9
Computing as 3 tides, plus
an adventure called Lords of
Time. yet the disk version
(while giving credit to Level 9)
seems to be issued by Rain-
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bird? As a minor point, when
did BT get involved with com-
puter games. since Rainbird
seems to have been part of
BT - and does anyone know if
they still deal with computer
games? Somehow I don'tthink of 13T in connection
with computer games!
Finally now that magazinesfor the ST seem to have all

ceased publication, is it pos-
sible to include a section on
the ST in New Atari User,
since I see that you still have
an ST disk library?
Good luck with the maga-

zine. keep it going!"
T Some interesting points
here that I can help with but
perhaps the most interesting
is the suggestion of getting
together a contact list of peo-
ple who can repair both STsand the Atari Classic. We
often get calls asking for
advice on repairs but don't
know what to advise any
more. About all I can suggest
is that the enquirer buys
another machine through
Micro Mart, the local paper or
at a car boot sale since they
can often be picked up for
less than the cost or repairs.
There must be someone
around though capable of
effecting repairs on the Atari
so if you have any contactslet us know so that we can
pass them on.
In Silicon Dreams the span-

ner you need is found at the
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toolbox. How do I know this?
Easy, I typed in the Tipster
column this issue where you
will find lots of info on Silicon
Dreams courtesy of James
Mathrick I have had this for
some time but kept putting off
Including it in view of the
amount of work needed to get
the maps into a usable form
for the magazine. Your letter
has spurred me into action,
Dave. (I might regret it though
as Jam typing thLs before
!start work on those maps!)
Your comments about HT are

Interesting as, looking back it
seems that almost everybody
wanted to get involved with
the computer scene in the
80's. Presumably they all
thought that there was big
money to be made or wanted
to get in ahead of competitors
In case it really took off Not
suipasingly there was not
enough consumer money to goround and almost all the 'out-
side' companies have long
gone. Rctinbircl was, indeed,
British Telecom's attempt to
corner the home computer
market and they started by
re-packaging existing soft-ware such as Level 9 adven-
tures. Whilst HT couldn't
write software they could pro-
vide all the fancy packaging,
advertising and hype.
Obviously Level 9 were in-
terested, as were many other
'small' companies but! seem
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to recall that almost every-
body got *burned' in the end.
All the promises of riches
came to nothing. I think Thorn
EMI were the first big 'non-
computer company to become
involved with software as
they had the distribution
rights to the Atari VCS and
Initially the Atari computers.
Others, who you might not ex-
pect to see involved included
the Daily Mirror who were re-
sponsible for developing the
very program (Fleet Street
Publisher) that I have used for
years to put this magazine
together. Incidentally my son
has now started using PCs atschool and is adamant that
there is nothing on. the PC
available to the home user
that comes anywhere near
Fleet Street. Atari wins again!
Writing this has been quite in-
teresting so perhaps someone
coal come up with an article
on unlikely alliances involving
computers and companies
that you would not expect tobe involved?
In regards to an ST section,

as you know we used to have
one but because of the nature
of the ST it was almost al-
ways restricted to software
reviews. As the software dis-
appeared so did the coverage.
I have nothing against includ-
ing more coverage of the ST
but it all depends on whether
anybody wants to write it. As
always contributions of any
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kind are heartily welcomed.
As to the rest of your ques-
tions, Dave, I hope that other
readers will help out next time.

GAME CARTRIDGES
Sue Hasnip from Norwich
dropped us a short notewhich reads 7 "Just received
my New Atari User magazine.
What I am looking for is Atari
XE video game cartridges.
Can you please help me?"
T I assume you mean the
XE game system rather than
the XE computer but fear not
they are exactly the same. All
ROM cartridges for the Atari
run on the games system as
well as the computers. There
are still a good number of car-
tridges around, mainly from
Derek Fern at Micro Discount
(see adverts in back issues)
but I would strongly recom-
mend that you go along to
SAltfS at the Bingley Hall in
Stafford (see news section)
where you will almost certain-
ly be able to pick up some
real bargains. It will be well
worth while to stock up. If you
want to send to the USA for
software check out the news
page this issue for details of a
company that has an enor-
mous number of cartridges
available, many of which
have never been available in
this country before.

AND FINALLY
I was delighted to get a short
note from Paul Lay who wrote
some of the very best prog-
rams published In Page 6 and
who once received a Page 6
readers award (presented as
I remember at one of the big
Atari shows). I had feared
that Paul had long departed
into the PC world and would
not be with us much longer
but! am glad to have his con-
tinuing support. I Its letter has
nothing to do with computers
but might help to satisfy the
curious.
"I was extremely pleased tosee Issue 82 of NAU as some-
one had said to me that it
had come to an end. Person-
ally I didn't believe it for aninstant: when NAU's time
comes I am sure it'll go out
with a special final issue as
opposed to simply disappear-
ing, Even though I haven't
done anything Atari for years,
NAU is always an interesting
read reminding me of all the
fun I had back on the old
8-bit.
This probably won't be the

only letter you get on this
subject as I'm sure you've
now intrigued many NAU
readers, especially those of
us whose woodwork skills are
pretty much limited to a cou-
ple of dodgy book-ends made
many years ago at school -

exactly what items do youmake for the craft fairs?
Assuming that you could
send them through the mail.
why not include a leaflet with
the next issue of NAU offeringthem for sale?"

am not sure how much
crossover interest there would
be through the mag since
what I do is rather special-
ised. If you have read the In-
spirations box over the past
few years you might have a
clue as
- t o  
t o  
m
y  
i n
t e
r e
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s .

What I make is items in fret-
work (or scroll saw work for
the Americans) depicting the
lye and culture of the Native
American Indian tribes. My
fretwork Is basically the cut-
ting offinely detailed shapes
In different types of wood,
using the colour and grain of
the woods in different com-
binations to enhance the fin-
ished piece. It is far better to
see it than read about it and I
haven't yet figured out how to
put together a catalogue that
shows exactly what I do (or at
least one that is not going to
cost about a fiver a time to
produce!). We travel all
around the country every
weekend to not only craft
fairs but also things like
County Shows and Town
shows and one or two read-
ers (or ex-readers) have
already come up and said
"are you the Les Effingham
who t f  anyone is inheres-
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ted in haying a look and com-
ing to say hello, I will gladly
send a list of all the places
we will be during the corning
year.
Well, there you have a goodly
assortment of letters answer-
ing almost all the queries from
the Issue 82 Mailbag. This Is
the sort of response we need
to keep interest alive. Trouble
is there are riot quite so many
cries for help this time to spur
you on to writing for the next
Mailbag but Jam sure you
can think of new topics or
continuations on some of the
themes raised this time. Any-
thing is welcome.I would like to thank all cor-
respondents this time but
especially Ten
-
y 
C h a m b
e r l a i n

and Charlie Ayres who
accompanied their letters withversions saved on to 8-bit and
ST disks respectively, it sure
made my work a lot easier.
Don't think that you have to
send a disk. however, the
most important thing is that
you write something so your
thoughts can be shared with
other readers b e  happy to
type it up providing that you
can write it up.
Don't forget to write to:MAILBAG
NEW ATARI USER

P_O- BOX 54
STAFFORD
ST16 ITB
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PROGRAMMINGOBJET D'ART
Joel Goodwin
continues his
series for themore advanced
programmer

2. Foundation
One of the many 'privileges' of doing re-
search at a university is that you get "encour-
aged" to attend lectures given by other people
doing research. Normally these lectures are
an excellent opportunity to catch up on some
much-needed sleep, but occasionally some-
thing useful can be gleaned from a visiting
speaker. Back in 1995 I attended a talk on
'mathematics in industry' with the hope of
discovering what would be important for net-
ting a job in the future. The guy who gave the
talk started to get quite excited about some-
thing called 'Object-Oriented Programming'
(OOP) and how essential it was for complex
software development. I had never heard of
the term before and asked the speaker to
elaborate on the subject. Bad move. The only
18 P a g e  6's New Atari User

thing I managed to understand was that it
was about 'objects' which I had cunningly
deduced already. So in the end I had to find
out myself. Another privilege of doing re-
search at university is the great access you
have to a computing section of the university
library.
After a lot of reading. I now have a pretty

good idea of what this OOP is all about and
why it is so much better than sliced bread.

THE MORNING AFTER
Last issue, we looked at the four key princi-

ples of OOP. The first of these was data ab-
straction, which means we can develop our
own types of variables (datatypes). That
means, we need not deal with just simple
floating point numbers and strings, but more
complicated variables like database records or
the status of enemy planes in a game. The
Individual pieces of data within a variable (or
object) will be referred to as 'members'. For
example. NAME and ADDRESS might be two
members in a database record.
The second principle was encapsulation.

which brought us from the ideas of datatype
and variable to those of class and object. A
class is a datatype coupled with subroutines
relating to the class. Some of the data and
subroutines can only be accessed by the class

1subroutines. In this way, we divide up the
class into 'public' and 'private' sections.
The third principle was inheritance. Thisallows us to derive a new class from an old

one, where the new class can use all the data
and subroutines that were developed in the
original class. The final principle was poly-
morphism where derived classes can replacean inherited subroutine with a different one.
In this way, different derived classes will
have, to all intents and purposes. a common
subroutine which can behave entirely diffe-
rently for each class. This improves the flexi-
bility of code when reused in later programs.
as explained last issue. (Polymorphism is an
Important aspect of OOP which we shall re-
turn to next issue.)
However, there arc no languages for the 8-bit

Atari which support OOP techniques. Plan-
ning a program with an OOP-like structure
and adapting it to your chosen language is
the best way to proceed unless you have a
macro assembler for machine language pro-
jects. This issue we'll look at how we can
construct OOP support using macros in
MAC/65.

THE GENERAL IDEA
How would a computer handle storage and
access of object data? Well it would probably
work out how many bytes are needed to store
a typical object and then, with this informa-
tion, reserve the memory for as many objects
as the main program requires. Whenever the
program wanted to access a member of a
particular object, the computer would have tolook at the class structure as it would need to
find out where this member is located within
the object data. To make this clearer, consid-
er a simple POSITION class. In a POSITION
object, we have PX and PY members. Each
member will be one byte long, so a POSITION
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object will need two bytes storage space. The
structure could be summarised by the fol-
lowing.
POSITION 2  :Object length
PX =  0 ;Index for PX member
PY =  1 :Index for PY member
So PX and PY are indices for members within
a POSMON object. We could reserve spaces
for POSITION objects POS I. POS2 and POSQ
by using this piece of code:
POS 1
POS2
POSO

•=•.i.POSITION
*=*+POS I TION
• ='• +POS I TION

Then we could read and write to these POSI-
TION objects.
LDA #00
STA POSI+PX ;Initialise POS 1
STA POS I +PY
STA POS2+PX ;and POS2
STA POS2+PY
WA POSQ+PX :Get POSQ member PX
STA POSQ+PY ;Store in POSQ member PY
This is great if we know in advance what

objects we wish to manipulate. However, this
Is no good if we want to generate a subroutine
which can deal with any PosmoN object. We
can use indirect indexing to solve this prob-
lem. The following piece of code will initialise
the POSITION object pointed to by the zero
page vector POSVEC.
INIT LDA

LDY
STA
LDY
STARrs

#800 ;Accumulator is zero
#PX X-register  points tomember PX
(POSVEC),Y
#PY ;Y-register points tomember PY
(POSVEC)N

The ideas presented here can be formalised
to cater for any class. This is where the mac-ros come in.
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; CLASS SYSTEM FOR MAC/65
; By Joel Goodwin 11-1-97
OBJECT must be defined as ZP

IF NOT .DEF OBJECT
.ERROR "OBJECT not defined"_END
.ENDIF

.IF OBJECT)
,
SFE

.ERROR "OBJECT not ZP vector".END

.ENDIF•
NEWCLASS

; Start of class definition
„MACRO NEWCLASS.IF '
5
4 0
<
A

.ERROR "USE NO PARAMETERS".ENDIF
OTPCURPC ••=. 0

.ENDM
ENDC LASS

; End of class definition
MACRO ENOCLASS.IF %0<>0

.ERROR "USE NO PARAMETERS"

.ENDIF
ir= @CDCURPC.ENDM

; BYTE, OBYTE, BYTES, CLASS
; Reserve memory

MACRO BYTE
%0<>0.ERROR "USE No PARAMETERS"

.ENDIF•= *41
.ENDM
MACRO DBYTE
•IF "ktk>0.ERROR "USE NO PARAMETERS"

,ENDIF
i= a+2.ENOM
MACRO BYTES

.IF
.ERROR "USE 1 PARAMETER"
.ELSE
•= •+%1.ENDIF

.MACRO CLASSIF %0=0 .OR %0›2
.ERROR "USE 1 OR 2 PARAMETERS".ELSE
•IF %0=1

• i t
+  
C
.

.ELSE
•= •+%1•%2.ENDIF

.ENDIF.EN DM
OGET

; Got A from object data
MACRO OGETIF 140>1

.ERROR "USE 1 OR NO PARAMETERS"•ELSE
IF %0=1.IF %1)255

,ERROR "DATA OUTSIDE 256 BYTE RANGE".ELSELOY St%1
.ENOIF

.ENDIF
IDA (OBJECT),Y.ENDIF

.ENDM
OPUT

; Put A Into object data
MACRO OPUT.IF %0-,1

.ERROR "USE 1 OR NO PARAMETERS".ELSE

.IF %0=1.IF %1).255.ERROR DATA OUTSIDE 254 BITE RANGE
_ELSE
LOY #%1•ENDIF

.ENDIF
STA (OBJECT),Y•ENDIF

EN DM
Listing 1
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THE CLASS SYSTEM
Listing I. OBJECIS.M65, is the MAC/65

code for a class management system. In the
listing eight macros are defined: NEWC LASS,
BYTE, BYTES, DBYIE, ENDCLASS, CLASS,
OPUT and OGET. You need to do three things
to use the macros in a MAC/65 listing. First-
ly, you must set the label OBJECT, at the
start of your listing, to a zero page location
which can be used as a vector to point to
objects in memory (remember, vectors are two
bytes). Secondly, a '.INCLUDE#D:OBJECT'S.M65' instruction must follow
the definition of OBJECT; whenever assemb-
ling your program. OBJECTS.M65 must be
stored on the disk in drive 1. Thirdly, your
program must NOT use the label @@CURPC.
Let us examine the macros which are used

to create a class.
NEWCLASS
This denotes the beginning of a class defini-tion.
ENDCLASS
This denotes the end of a class definition. It
should be labelled with the class name. The
label will be equal to the number of bytes an
object of the class takes up in memory.
BYTE
Within a class definition, this is used to cre-
ate a member which is one byte long. Itshould be labelled with the member name.
DBYTE
As BYTE, but the member is two bytes long. Itshould be labelled with the member name.
BYTES numbyt
As BYTE, but the member is •numbyt' bytes
long. It should be labelled with the membername.
Using these macros, the POSITION class can

be defined more clearly.
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NEWCLASS
PX B Y T E
PY B Y T E
POSITION ENDCLASS

:Start of a new class
;PX member
:PY member
:End of class. named
POSMON

The final result is exactly the same. POSI-
TION has the value 2 and PX and PY have
been defined similarly. Now we proceed to the
macros with which we manipulate objects.
CLASS cnameLnumobj1
This will reserve memory for an object of the
class 'cname% If 'flumobj• is specified then
memory for 'flumobj' objects is reserved in-
stead ofjust one.
OGET [mname]
This macro is meant to be used as part of the
program code. Upon execution, it will load theaccumulator with the value of the member
'inflame of the object currently specified by
OBJECT. If no 'inflame' is specified, then the
last member specified by an OGET/OPUT is
used (provided the Y-Index register has not
been altered, see later).
OPUT [mname]
This macro is meant to be used as part of the
program code. Upon execution, it will store
the accumulator in the member 'inname• of
the object currently specified by OBJECT. If
no 'mname' is given, then the last member
specified by an OGET/OPUT is used (provided
the Y-Index register has not been altered, see
later).
We can continue to rewrite the POSITION

example with these macros, First of all, we
reserve memory for the POSITION objects
POS I. POS2 and POSg.
POSI CLASS POSITION
POS2 CLASS POSITION
POSQ CLASS POSITION
The piece of code where we set values in
POSL P052 and POSQ is unchanged. This is
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the most efficient way to manipulate specific
objects: use the address of 'object-s-member'
(e.g. POS2+PX). If a member is longer than
one byte, then add on a further number to
refer to which byte you wish to access (e.g. if
PX was actually two bytes long, we could
access P0S2+PX for the first byte and
P0S2+PX+1 for the second byte).
The last POSITION code example can makeuse of the new macros. It can be rewritten in
the following way.
INIT LDA #$00 :Accumulator is zero

OPUT PX ;Store zero in PX
OPUT PY ;Store zero in PY
RTS

Before calling INIT, the address of the objectto be initialised should be stored in the vector
OBJECT.

SUBTLETIES
OGET and OPUT select a particular member

within an object by using the Y-index register.
The one drawback to this is that you cannot
use OGET/OPUT with a class that needs over
256 bytes to store an object. because the
Y-index register can only take values from 0
to 255. The advantages of using the Y-index
register means faster access and a minor
capacity for optimisation - adjacent OGET/OPUT calls can reuse the current value of the
'(-Index register. For example:

OGET PX
CLC
ADC 4 0 4
OPUT A d d  4 to PX

This will take the PX member from the object
pointed to by OBJECT. add 4 to it. and storethis value back in the PX member. We did not
have to specify PX the second time_ However.
if we modify the '(-index register between
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these calls, we cannot do this.
OGET PX
TAY
INY
TYA
OPUT

This example is wrong because we have al-
tered the Y-index register. The OPUT must
specify the PX member again, to set the Y-
index register to the correct value.
If we wish to create an array of objects, we
can use the CLASS macro to reserve enough
memory for as many as we want. For example
if I wanted 50 POSITION objects for 50 mons-
ters in a game. I could use the following line:
MONSTERS CLASS POSITION,50
One other point must be discussed before we

go on to encapsulation. You may be temptedto use_
!NIT LDA a$00

OPUT PX
INY
OPUT
RTS

;We want to add 1
;to PX

...which is little more efficient than the earlier
MIT subroutine. After all the PY member is
just one byte from the PX member. This is abad idea. If. later, the class was modified so
that PX and PY were not even next to each
other, this piece of code would not work any
more. Always use the member name - never
use a short-cut as it makes assumptions of
the structure! There are two valid exceptionsto this rule.
If we had defined POSITION using DBYIEs„,.

NEWCLASS
PX D B Y T E
PY D B Y T E
POSITION ENDCLASS
_then because each member is more than one
byte long then we could legitimately consider
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PX and PX+ I as well as PY and PY+1. In this
case, there would be nothing incorrect in
using INY to access the next byte in an
OGET/OPUT sequence.

°GET PX
STA TEMPPX
IN Y
OGET
STA TEMPPX+ 1

You must remember not to modify the Y-
index register in any other way between two
OGET/OPUT instructions.
The other case where altering the Y-index

register directly is valid occurs when a sub-
routine is manipulating a whole object in one
go. such as in initialising. If we had a class
called LARGE then the following subroutine
would initialise a LARGE object:
INITLARG L D A  a$00

TAY
ILO O P U T

INY
CMP **LARGE
BNE ILO
RTS

Here we run the Y-index register from 0 to
LARGE-1 and zero every byte In the chosen
LARGE objec L

ENCAPSULATION
IN MAC/65

We have considered only the data aspect of
classes; how can we implement subroutine
encapsulation? There is no concrete methodwith which to achieve this. The closest we can
get is to isolate the class subroutines inanother file. In fact, a 'class file' should be
developed which includes both the class de-
finition and accompanying subroutines. This
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encourages the independence of the class im-
plementation by divorcing it from the program
it was originally intended to support.
Normally, a class subroutine will be desig-

ned to operate on a general object. It is re-
commended that the objects are passed to
class subroutines through OBJECT (that is
what OBJECT was designed for, after all). just
as in the earlier INIT example for the POSI-
TION class. This common interface also prom-
otes encapsulation. This is not encapsulationin the true sense of the word because class
subroutines could still be used, mistakenly,
for objects of another class or worse, without
an object at all. In an GOP language such
mistakes are usually picked up by a compiler.
We have still not addressed the other aspect

of encapsulation: declaring public and private
members of the class. MAC/65 has a very
simple facility with which we can accomplish
this. When a label begins with a question
mark. it automatically declares that label as
being "local". This means that if we sandwicha block of code between two .LOCAL directives
then all local labels used inside that block do
not exist outside of it. Therefore if we always
surround a class file with .LOCAL directives,
all local labels can be considered to refer to
private members and subroutines. An exam-
ple will make this clearer. Suppose we have a
BOX class. A BOX object contains a number
?NUMBER which can only be set using the
BOXSET subroutine and looked at using theBOXI.DOK subroutine. The BOX class file is
as follows.

?NUMBER
BOX
BOXSET
BOXLOOK

_LOCAL
NEWCIASS
BYTE
ENDCLASS
OPUT ?NUMBER
RTS
OGET ?NUMBER
RTS
.LOCAL
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The only way to access the number in thebox is to call BOXSET and BOXLOOK. Out-
side of the class file, the label ?NUMBER does
not exist and cannot be used. Of course, we
could cheat because each BOX object only
contains one byte - that byte must be where
the number is held, However. if we are going
to cheat in such a way, then there is no point
going down an object-oriented mad in the
first place.
This example only demonstrates private

data. We could just as easily have construc-
ted an example with a private subroutine. Allwe have to do is start a subroutine's label
with a and the subroutine is then private.
Don't forget to place .LOCAL directives at thestart and end of the class file.

THE FLAK CLASS
Now we'll look at a real class which will bc

developed using OBJECTS.M65 - the FLAK
class. A FLAK object will represent a single
graphics mode 0 character which will move
around the screen. Developing a new class
structure is usually a lot of hard work as it is
important to get it right. There is plenty of
literature on how to develop classes, but for
our purposes we will just tiptoe briefly
through the design of the FLAK class. The
approach here is to decide first what sub-
routines are necessary by considering what a
FLAK object is meant to do. Once the sub-
routines have been chosen, we then look at
what data is necessary to support them.We will need an initialisation subroutine
[NIT; practically every class has an initialisa-tion subroutine. We will also need to manifest
an object on the screen so PLOT and ERASE
subroutines will be necessary. Both of thesesubroutines will need to calculate where. in
the screen memory, an object is displayed. We
will use a private subroutine ?CALC to do
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this. The final subroutine is MOVE which will
update an object's position. We will also per-
mit an object to move at a variety of speeds.
To accomplish this. MOVE will only alter an
object's position if MOVE has been called
enough times, the exact number depending
on what speed is specified.Now we need to ascertain what data is con-
tained by a FLAK object. Clearly we will need
XPOS. YPOS and SPEED members. If SPEED
Is set to zero then an object will change posi-
tion every time MOVE is called, The direction
of a FLAK object will be given by DIR; 0 willmean north. I north-east. 2 east and so on
up to 7 for north-west. If DIR is given the
value 255. the object will be considered to be
stationary. We will want to specify what text
character represents the FLAK object. so wewill need another data member called CHAR
All of the members so far are public. 'There is
one private data member called ?COUNT.
This will be used by the MOVE subroutine to
determine whether it is time to alter an ob-
ject's position or not.
The FLAK class is summarised in figure

The class implementation is given by listing 2.
A closer examination of this listing will reveal
class subroutine data is declared private (e.g.
?CALTMP) to keep the internal class mechan-
isms hidden from a main program. Also
?CALC needs to pass information to PLOT
and ERASE, so a zero page vector ZPFLAK is
used. This vector must be specified by the
main program: this is to avoid clashes with
any other zero page usage. There is also
another input to the class subroutines: the
?CAW subroutine uses the screen memory
address at locations 88 and 89 to locate the
screen memory.

BREAK FOR COFFEE
If a class is written well and supported by

; Implementation of a; FLAK class; By Joel Goodwin 11-1-97
ZPFLAK must be defined as ZP

; Uses 88/139 for scrn mem addr
.LOCAL.IF MOT .DEF ZPFLAK.ERROR "ZPFLAK not defined".END.ENDI F,IF ZPFLAK)4FE.ERROR "ZPFLAK not ZP vector".ENDEN DIP

; FLAK class definition
NEWCLASSXPOS BYTEYPOS BYTEDIR B Y T ECHAR BYTESPEED BYTE?COUNT BYTEFLAK ENDCLASS

INIT subroutine
; Initialises object
iNIT L D Y  #FLAK-1 ;Last byteLDA #0
110 S T A  (OBJECT),Y ;Store zeroDEYBPL ?I0LDA #SFFOPUT D1RRTS•
; PLOT subroutine; Plots FLAK object to screen
PLOT JSR ?CALC ;Plot where?OGET CHAR ;Get charLDY #0

STA (ZPFLAK),Y;...and plotRTS••; ERASE subroutine; Erases FLAK object from screen

;Null direction

ERASE JSR ?CALCLDA SOOTAY
STA (ZPFLAK),Y ;ErasedRTS

;Erase where?

; MOVE subroutine
; Update object's position
MOVE OGET  SPEED ;Zero speedBE0 ?MVO ;forces moveLDY SPCOUNT ;Add speedCLC ; t o  counterADC (OBJECT),Y

STA (OBJECT),Y;Carry setBCC ?kW ;means  move?MVO OGET  UR ; D o  actual moveBMI 1MF ;255=no  moveTAXCLCOGET XPOS
ADC ?MVXTABLE,XCMP #255BNE ?MV1
LDA #39 : l e f t  overshoot?MV1 C  MP #40BCC ?MV2
LDA ; r i g h t  overshoot7MV2 O P U TCLCOGET YPOS
ADC ?MVYTABLE,XCMP #255BNE ?MV3LDA #23?MV3 CMP #24BCC ?MV4LDA *0?MV4 O P U T?MF R T S

?MVXTABLE .BYTE 0,1,1,1,0,-1,-1,-1?MVYTABLE _BYTE -1,-1,0,1,1,1,0,-1

;up overshoot

;down overshoot

?CALC subroutine
; Calculate screen memory pos.
1
?
C
A
L
C 
L  
D
A 
*
0

STA ZPFLAK+1OGET YPOSASL AASL AASL ASTA ?CALIMPASL AROL ZPFLAK+1ASL AROL ZPFLAK+1CLCADC ?CALTMPSTA ZPFLAKLDA ZPFLAK+1ADC #
1
0

STA ZPFLAK+1CLCOGET XPOSADC ZPFLAKSTA ZPFLAKLDA #0ADC ZPFLAK+1STA ZPFLAK+1 ;X+Y*40CLCLDA ZPFLAKADC 88STA ZPFLAKLDA ZPFLAK+1ADC 89
STA ZPFLAK+1 ;SCRN+X+Y•tiORTS?CALTMPBYTE
;LOCAL

;save Y•8

;Y
1
3
2

;add r8

;Y•40
;add X
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DISK BC)NUS
by Jason Kendall

The concept of MITE is simple, to push the various boulders into the BDU (Boulder Disposal
Unit). In practice this proves difficult as boulders tend to get pushed against each other or
the outer walls. Fortunately there are two modes of play - 'normal* and *nearly'. Nearly mode
allows you to miss out I boulder on each screen - recommended!
There are 18 areas to complete. A secret warp menu allows you to start from any area.
try pressing a combination of the console keys! Pressing Fire terminates your go if you get
stuck, and believe me you will.
You start with 3 lives. You score 10 points x area for each boulder, with a bonus of 100

x area on completion. If you complete area 18 your entire score is doubled. Extra men are
gained at 4000 and 8000 points.
The other special feature of this game is a fully saveable high-score table. Even if you're
not interested in the game itself, this is a good subroutine that you may want to use with
other programs. The variable names are all self explanatory.
THERE ARE SEVERAL OTHER BONUS PROGRAMS ON THIS ISSUE'S DISK
This program, with others, is the BONUS on this issue's disk, If you are not a
disk subscriber you can still obtain a copy for .L2.50 from NEW ATARI USER, P.O.
BOX 54, STAFFORD, ST16 1TB. Please make cheques payable to PAGE 6 PUB-
LISHING or order by telephone with your Visa or Mastercard on 01785 241153

good documentation, a programmer wishingto use the class should NEVER have to look
at the class file. The only
contact a programmershould have with the class
Is through public data and
subroutines. To highlight
this point, next issue we
will look at a program
using the FLAK class. By
that time you will, hopeful-
ly, be unfamiliar with the
class file again and will
have to approach the class
as an outsider.
I hope you'll join me next

issue for the final leg of our

Public Private
XPOS
YPOS
DIR

CHAR
SPEED

INIT subroutine
PLOT subroutine
ERASE subroutine
MOVE subroutine
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VT A le

journey into object-orientedprogramming. F i g u r e  1 - The FLAK class

?COUNT
?CALC subroutine

PROGRAMMINGLISTINGS PRINTER
A neat utility for
Epson printer owners
by David Sargeant
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patible printers soon become aware
that Basic program listings are not

always printed properly. Graphics characters
are interpreted as control codes and inverse
text is printed in italics. The reason for this is
the printer uses its own internal character
set, which is different to the Atari's ROM-
based one,
The printer's manual has a section on its Dot
Graphic capabilities showing that a graphic
character can be printed from a pattern of
dots stored in the printer's memory. It would
seem possible to use the computer's internal
character set for Dot Graphic codes which
would enable the printer to print the desiredcharacters.
However, this would not work for two

reasons. Firstly. in the bitmap of an Atari
character. the 8 bytes represent rows, where-
as the printer requires the bytes to represent
columns. Secondly, the routine that actually
prints the program listing would need the Dot
Graphic codes to be in ASCII sequence. not
Internal Character Code sequence as they are
In the computer's ROM set.
Therefore, a program would firstly have to

calculate the necessary Dot Graphic codes
using the Atari's character set as a basis
before it could print the listings that the user
required. These two processes would take a
long time to execute so a better method would
be to put them into separate programs. The
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calculation program would still take a fairly
long time to execute, but it would need to be
done only once to set up the code file.

THE PROGRAMS
THE CONVERTER - Dot Graphic codes
are calculated for all 256 characters (the first
128 in 4 blocks because of the ASCII/ICC
problem) and are stored in a separate file for
access later by the Listings Printer.
LISTINGS PRINTER - Alter the Dot
Graphic codes are read Into the computer you
are prompted to type the name of the file you
want printed. At this stage you can also press
the Return key to get a directory listed to the
screen. When you have typed a file name the
contents of this file are read into the input
buffer. Starting at the beginning of the buffer,
the first byte is checked to see if it is a
printable character. If it is the relevant Dot
Graphic codes are moved to the output bufferto format the first line. If it is the End-of-Line
character the bytes in the output buffer are
dumped to the printer and the next line is
begun. This process continues until all the
bytes in the input buffer have been used. You
are then asked If you want to print another
listing. Press Y or N depending on your needs.
At any stage you can also press the Break key
to abort the program.

THE LISTINGS
The various programs are included on
this issue's disk, ready to run, A prin-
ted copy is available on request, see
inside back cover for details.
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DREAMSAnother of James Mattirick's adventure
explorations this time, although in one or
two places he admits that he is stuck.
Still the info might help you to get further
In these adventures and maybe you
know how to get out of the places that
are too hard_ for James?

SNOWBALL
I find this adventure somewhat tedious, but

then I've not got too far. I've left the coffin
(PULL LEVER) and climbed through numer-
ous other mortuaries (Go to the control panel.
press 3 buttons, return, climb on to the cof-
fin, and go through trapdoor each time!)

remember to keep a closed door between
you and the Nightingales, and to keep still
when they're around, though. I've continued
in this fashion until I can go no further up.
found the lift, and gone up to the black level.
This appears to be the same floor as the one
you get to by climbing up the elevator shaft
and undoing the trapdoor with the adjustable
spanner (found at the bottom of the shaft in a
toolbox), although there could be a bug in the
parser, as the text mentions a door and a
trapdoor and I could be opening either.
However, wandering around the black level
has not helped me - I've gone around the
toroidal walkway, and the transpex tubes
above the walkway, and I have kicked the
fragile tube to be sucked out into space before
dying from suffocation (although in reality
you would implode and explode before that
happened!). I know you may have to find a
stacker lift, as the game told me I needed oneto move a coffin with a crewmember inside.
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Has this anything to do with the complex
revival machinery perhaps?
That's all I have on this one. if you can help
further please do as I would hate to see an
adventure go to waste through pure illogic-
ality.

RETURN TO EDEN
This is the best of the Trilogy so far, as I have
made It Into the city and onto the surface.
although I have become stuck with the rail-
way system. Using the emergency cord in the
train. I have been able to examine everystation:
DREAM PARK STATION - is where you
start. You can go UP at this station to get
back into the tunnels through the grille (it is a
one-way grille - remind you of Zork? Don't
waste your time on it this time!).
HABIHOME STATION - I once found 'Grid-
pin + Clone Dental stylists* on level 13 but Ifroze with fear when I tried to enter it and it
has disappeared since, and I cannot find it
again. I have tried all the obvious levels 13,
7, 999, 666, all the 100s and Level 9, but!
can't find anything but habihomes. and the
train ticket is one-way. (There is a travelpass
somewhere in the game - I'll explain later)
CITY HALL STATION - Only home owners
are allowed in, but I can't see where to buy a
habihome, though.
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UNKNOWN STATION - Only the Mayor is
allowed past. Any ideas?
I am also mystified by the bevomat in the

little house on the prairie. Getting in is easy if
you like nukes. but facing a bevomat with a
slot is much more difficult. PUT CARD IN
SLOT, the obvious suggestion, doesn't work.
In this area of the game, if you DROP or PUT
anything. a dumpy droid tidies it away and
you lose the object. Anyway, enough of my
problems, on with the tips.
** MAJOR GLITCH ** Should you type
SAY ALL the program will helpfully list every
object in the game. Whoops, Level 9! (There's
a better one later though!) The objects include
Peps2,
, 
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tures in Worm In Paradise as well.!n fact.
this stage of the game has an immense feeling
of deja via if you have played Worm.
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Survive at the start by taking the compass,
a Geiger counter (try IN while in the stratog-
lider) and wearing the radsult. Find a large
molehill, and DIG it. Go underground and
find a comfortable cave. Sleep. After the blast.
find the shovel, dig whilst 'scrabbling on loose
earth'. Go up. after waiting when the counterscreams.
Keep going east into the main game, but

remove the radsuit or the animals will attack
you. Stay still when the helicopter passes.
and if the parrot pinches anything. type
OOPS which will take you back to your last
location. This gets boring but you will keep all
your inventory.
You will need to EAT a PILL to keep you from

dying from radiation sickness (and get you
150 points!). It is on a riverbank, and I've got
a feeling you have to cross water to get to it.
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then go DOWN. Don't worry - you can
get back up by getting a vegetable bal-
loon later, but don't forget the para-
shoot, or you can't get back down.
The plane twigs and cherry stalk will

allow you to fashion a drum which.
when played. will convince an ant
army you are their leader - they will
follow you to the knee, which they
will trample down for you. The bugs
humming will confuse the sensors

on the fence, if the bug is in your pos-session. The chameleon cloak will make
you invisible - useful for passing the
watch tower. The blue berry can be
used to glue the branch to the other
branches to cress across the tree tops.
but I think there's a weight limit. Thevine I can't remember about, but I
think you tie it to a tree by the woodpile
In order to climb it. The lift platform
system is very clever. I remember.
There are two lifts, and weights (e.g.

stone fruit is useful) are
used on each in order to
hoist you to different
levels in the trees. I

can't remember the exact combination of
moves, but I'll leave that to you to work outthat's the fun bit - honest! Sooner or later
you'll arrive at a beach - DON'T remove your
cloak yet! Wait for the cleaner robot to come,
then wait for it to empty its load, the GET ON
It. and ride in relative safety (from the sea-
weed) to the other end of the beach. Get off
the robot before it dumps its load, otherwise
you could get washed back again. You have to
be careful when entering the corn field
(DON'T wait on the beach for the weeder!),
otherwise something nasty happens. You
need to wait for a weedibot or some robot on
the beach, then get on it to get a safe ride to
the river - get off at this point.
Swimming the river I have explained, and

you should soon find yourself with a creditcard in a river tunnel. Watch out for the
yobbos. Go and see Graunch - his offer of
gambling is good. especially if you cheat, andso here are the answers to his riddles:

Green (in) ,  I nSward Houseplant
pea. fi s h  fungms

Easy use the tuber and stem as a boat and
paddle. To get past the Leviathan, feed it the
fish fungus (on the green sward. The Ouija
bird needs to eat the pea (type GET PEA) to
lay an egg. which you plant to grow into a
houseplant go INside it).
I thought that the geranium would allow you

to regenerate should you die but that is not
correct. so I don't know what it is for. Eating
the bean makes you feel stronger, but its
purpose is unknown. The fig leaf. I assume, is
for wearing. The stone fruit is used for weight
when swimming under a river later on (you
will need the (suck)seed to breather underwa-
ter). The telescope is only for seeing where
you are going. The wishbone is used in con-
junction with an elastic band to catapult a
cherry (actually a grenade - NEVER drop 10
and clear an otherwise impassable minefield.
The Maize maze is pointless - it does go in

circles leave it alone.
The foxgloves. when worn allow you to carry

a cold leaf later. Squeeze the sodden log to
grow the parched bulb into a (para)shoot,
30 P a g e  6's New Atari User
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You have to give the big robot your credit card to
pass him but. I think that if you threw the flask (pull
the plug on Big Robot, get the card, then throw the
flask) at the Godfather, his bodyguards will drop it
for you. (The flask is found on the roof). You may
have trouble getting past the tramps and wreckage
but if you push the pillars in their cable room, they
will rush in to save their enemy supply and you can
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get past them. The grating is passed throughfrom the other end. I cannot, however, solve
the problem with the cutters and the roots.GIVE the CARD to the busker to get up
topside. You will find the train ticket if you
tear the packet you find in the Well of Souls.
If you use the riverboat, you can go to the
casino to get more money. but I believe this is
pure luck, Otherwise I'm stuck. Any ideas?
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That's it for this issue. I was going to include
the third part of the adventure, Worm In Para-
dise. but the maps turned out to be a bit more
space consuming than originally thought land
a hell of lot more time constuning to do!) so this
will have to wait for next time. See you then!
In the meantime YOUR hints and tips on any
aspect of Atari gaming are welcome as al-
ways. PLEASE send them to:THE TIPSTER

NEW ATARI USER
P.O. BOX 54
STAFFORD
ST16 1TB
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1 Features
and WHOMCOMPUTERINTELLIGENCE
Ann °Driscoll
concludes her
series on artificial
intelligence with a
program that
makes your Atarilook smart

0  ne of the features of Expert Systemsis the ability to build up information
on particular topics. The short list-

ing here is a simple illustration of how you
can get your Atari to do just that. In this
example, the computer is going to learn about
animals, but, as we'll see below, it could
equally be used for all sorts of other topics.
When the program starts, the Atari knows

about the existence of two animals - budgies
and tigers, It also knows that budgies can fly
and tigers can not. The opening screen asks
you to think of an animal - let's suppose you
come up with -
d o g " .  
T h e  
c o m p
u t e r  
w i
l l  
t h
e n

ask the ONLY question it knows about anim-
als at this stage:

Can it fig?
If you type no, the Atari will print
I think the answer is tiger

because this is the only non-fling animal it
has information about. When you tell it that
it's wrong, it will ask you for the name of your
animal. plus some questions that will disting-
uish the new animal from the one it already
knows. For example. if you inputted "dog",
your distinguishing question might be "does itroar?". The Atari now has an extra animal
and a new fact which it will add to its store of
knowledge. More and more information is
assimilated as you continue to play the gues-
sing game.

HOW IT WORKS
The string Q$ holds the questions that can

be asked to identify the animals while AS
holds the animals names. Each question can
be up to 39 characters long (LQ in LINE 100)
and each name can take up 10 character
spaces (LA in LINE 100). The program is set to
cope with up to 50 questions (N=50 in LINE

1
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100). The opening question and the two initial
animals are defined in LINES 140 - 150. The
variables NQ and NA hold the number of
questions and answers in store - LINES 140
and 150 initially set these at I and 2 respec-
tively.
The two numeric arrays Y and N, DIMen-
sioned in LINE 120. are used as pointers for
the number of the next question to ask or the
number of the animal to be printed on screen.
The Y array looks after cases where the
answer to the previous question was "Yes". If
Y has a value of 50 or under, it gives the next
question number, if Y has a value above 50 it
will give the number of the animal. The N
array does the same thing for "No" answers.
These pointers are continually being updated
during the guessing game. Take the REM
away from LINE 765 to see the values in the
yes and no arrays for each question as it getsasked.

CONCLUSION
Well, that just about ends the review of Arti-
ficial Intelligence for now. A more elaborate
version of this listing is included on the issue
disk. This allows you to save and load files
and also gives you the option of setting up a
new file from scratch. In programs like this of
course, we know that the Atari doesn't actual-
ly understand anything it learns. It will quite
happily accept that pigs can fly if you tell it
so! Nonetheless, it's not a bad example of how
you might be able to get your computer to at
least fool some of the people some of the time!

A.

THE LISTING
The program to accompany this articleis on this issues disk and also avail-
able as a printed !siting upon request.
See inside back cover for details.
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Editorial
continued

I went directly to a sub page of a site called
Native Creations to cheek out a company that
creates replica Native American clothing and
while it was superb it was again in full colour
and took ages to download. I backed up to the
main site and found loads of icons leading to
related subjects and it began to look interest-
ing. I checked out a few sites which were good
although a bit sparse. for instance 'Books' had
only two listed and 'Supplies' had only one
supplier but the information was useful. I then
tried an icon entitled Organisations and Linksand found references to dozens of related sites.
Skimming through them I saw American Indi-
an Movement and clicked on that. About half-
way down their index of contents I foundLeonard Peltier. In fact dozens of references to
look up. I was quite excited when Ping!
my hour was up! Talk about frustrating, it hadtaken me an hour to find what I wanted and I
then had no time left to read anything. What I
want to know is why the hell didn't the Search
engine find these references in the first place?
It looks like I will have to go again and spend

another fiver, but this time I know exactly
where to go and providing there are no
graphics to download I should get a good fiv-er's worth of research. Trouble is with these
Cyber Cafes you can't download stuff and take
It away to read later, it all has to be done in
real time. Maybe there is an opportunity here
for someone to set up a download service for
those of us who don't have ready access to theNet.?
The upshot is that I did finally find informa-
tion (even though I haven't read it yeti) that I
could not possibly have found in any other
way and this is where the true strength of the
Internet lies, This is where it becomes a thingof wonder.
Just like I ran out of time I am now running
out of room so have to go. Maybe I shouldhave turned this into an article!

Les Effingham
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The CLASSIC

FAREWELL
TO FUTURA
As stated in the last issue Stuart Murray has
reluctantly ceased publication of the disk
based newsletter of the North of Scotland Atari
User Group. The first seven issues of FUTURA
have already been reviewed back in issues 59
and 64 of New Atari User. As the remaining
disks have now been released into the Page 6
Library it is a good time to see what goodies
they contain.

MIURA EIGHT
Text articles include news about AMS7, a

readers survey on the contents of FUTURA.
and software reviews of The Curse. Hans
Kloss and Darkness Hour. Plus reviews of
VCS games based on films, an introduction to
the Old Hackers group in America. and an
index for the contents of the first six issues of
FUTURA. WORDVV/ZE, COUNTDOWN,
SYNTRON 2 are three good games.
TURBOTOOL V2.6 - This is an old sector
editor which has been updated and im-
proved with Turbo BASIC. Version 2.6 is
now a very powerful PD program and
36 P a g e  6's New Atari User

P D Z ONE
by

Austin Hillman

just as good as many commercialeditors.
TURBO BASIC DOES WILD THINGS
DEMO - This is a powerful little Turbo BASIC
demo which shows the versatility of the TEXT
command. FRACTAL DRAGONS l (Se. 2 -
Those with an interest in Fractal Art will find
these demos to be worth looking at.
TRONG - Is described as a cross between the
Tron Light Cycles game and Pang, hence Tr-
ong. A good two player game.

MIRA NINE 1
Text articles include reviews of Tarkus„ The

Citadel, Chuckle Egg. Pengon. Enigmatix and
Desert Falcon. Structured pmgramming is
made easy in Turbo Flyer part one. The com-
ing of The Jaguar is announced. The Battle of
the BASICs is analysed. Adding a Printer ex-amines the Citizen 120D.
VALGUS 2 - superb Atari 8-bit version of

the ST public domain Tetris clone of the same
name. Valgus 2 features four-way action! The
gameplay consists of building coloured rec-
tangles around the centre square. Great
game. good fun!GLYPH FONT EDITOR - This is one of the
best font editors I've seen for the Atari 8-bit!

Glyph is packed with options. Full does canbe found on this disk.
ACE PLOTER - European Demo time again!

This time we have Ace Ploter from Magnus of
the World Federation of Mad Hackers.
BBK ARTIST - Seen by many as the best PD

art package on the Atari 8-bit, BBK Artist is a
feature-packed program with the ability to
load fonts and place text onto pictures. All of
the art options arc pretty straight-forward.
Stuart used BBK Artist to design the title
screens for Futura. I find it to be a powerful
and yet easy-to-use art package. Try out the
many options and I'm sure you'll agree!SOUND MONITOR PROFESSIONAL VI .2
- Originally featured in FUTURA 2. To cele-brate the imminent release of a new NOSAUG
PD double-sided SMP disk, which features
documentation in English and loads of .SNG
files, five of these new ,SNG files are included
on this disk as a sample of just how good this
program is.
KOUNG - This is a little 2-player Pong game

which has been programmed in Quick. les
good fun if you give it a chance! It's even
better fun if you can, remember the old Pongmachines in the arcades!

FUTURA TEN
There are more text articles this issue. in-
cluding 8-Bit News. Software Scene, and
Turbo BASIC Flyer part two. There is 8-Bit
trivia about the missing Atari cartridges.
Hardware Warehouse looks at a joypad, and anew column called Atari 8-Bit Memories,
looks back at good and bad memories of com-
puting on the Atari.
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MERRY MIX UP Santa's mixed up all the
Christmas presents - can you help him sort
them out? Use a joystick to match the Christ-
mas gifts, Festive fun for everyone!
THE FITFURA CHRISTMAS DEMO - A su -

perb Christmas demo programmed for
NOSALIG by ace Scottish programmer 'Spike'
from Midlothian.
DISK COMMUNICATOR 3 - An excellent

disk utility by Bob Puff. Pack one side of a
disk into a single file and vice versa. Very
user-friendly and good for expanded
machines!
MINE HUNTER - More NEW software! This

time from long-term Futurian. Bryan Zill-
wood. This great Turbo BASIC game is a clone
of Minesweeper.
DISK SECRETARY - This excellent Turbo

BASIC utility by Ron Fetzer of OHMIC is for
use with The Turbo BASIC Flyer column.
A-ROGUE - Is a very addictive adventure

game based on the classic mainframe adven-
ture "Rogue.

On this disk you will find a huge text section
covering many aspects of the Atari 8-bit.Futura Feedback returns with answers to
your questions. The Atari 8-Bit Bookshelf be-
gins a comprehensive list of books. Swift
Spreadsheet and The Brundles are tested tothe full in Software Scene. Hardware Ware-
house investigates if it is worth buying an ST.
Add to this 8-Bit Trivia. Hints & Cheats. 8-Bit
News, etcetera, you will find over 700 sectorsof text.
DISKUTIL - This is a superb new program
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by Futurian Les Wagar Imm Canada. DiskUtil
Is a disk editor and utility package with many
powerful features. An excellent DiskUttl Tuto-
rial by Les Wagar himself Is included.THE SIMPSONS SLIDESHOW - All fans of
the popular cartoon series, or indeed anyone
who likes computer art, will enjoy this slide-
show containing picture files produced on
Atari Artist and BBK Artist by local NOSAUG
member Ray Brown.
SISYPHCAS - This is a demonstration ver-

sion of an excellent puzzle game. It features
some very good graphics and sound! The ob-
ject is to push all of the boulders Into the
holes. Be warned - it is not as easy as it
sounds! Use a joystick to guide the little man
around the maze. !fours of fun guaranteed!

Text articles in this issue include, Software
Pricing and Atari 8-Bit News, Slam/tin', is the
new column about SMP. Adding a Mouse is
another new column and part one starts with
buying a mouse. Hardware Warehouse in-
stalls a write-protect switch. Futura Feedback
Is an art programs. The facts about 3,5"
drives are discussed. Turbo BASIC Flyer ex-
amines undoing the BASIC garbage quirk.
WBVSTON SMILES - This is a surprising
little animation. Just sit back and enjoy an
alternative political broadcast!THE "GET OFF OF MY BACK" DEMO -
This is a demo by Kevin Cooke. It was created
by the new DOS program. Demo Maker. Don't
forget to read Kevin's review of Demo Maker
before enjoying his demo.
NOTE INVADERS - A new and very original
program by Kevin Cooke! Kevin has put a lot
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of work into Note Invaders and has produced
an excellent educational game. Blast thosenotes!
TREASURER'S REPORT - Ron Fetzer of the
01' Hackers A.U.O. in New York has come up
with the goods again! Treasurer's Report is a
very useful finance program.
E.S.P. - Is it the power of the mind or the
power of the microprocessor?

FUTURA THIRTEEN
Text articles include 8-Bit news about AMS8,
BaPAUG, AC, Club Cenacle, etcetera. Slain-
min'. part 2 of Bryan Zillwood's column on
SMP. Spring All Micro Show 1994. Software
Scene, SOS Saturn and Fampy are reviewed.
Adding a Mouse, Kevin Cooke examines the
SAM Desktop system. The Atari 8-Bit Book-
shelf, the book list continues with D. E and F.
Hardware Warehouse, looks at the world of
"G:" and your printer. FUTURA Feedback,
your questions answered. 8-Bit Memories, byKevin Cooke. The latest news about the
Jaguar.
DOMMENU V 1 -  The new menu system.

which can also display the documentation as
well as run the programs. VIE WDOCS - An
improved version of the text reading program
which has been made redundant byDOMMENU.
For the first time the flip side is devoted to a

single program. After requests for more
adventure / strategy software. Futura pre-sents THE SLAVE CELLARS OF GOLGO-
LOTH by Clayton Walnum. This is an enhan-
ced version featuring digitized graphics. This
is not really my cup of tea but it looks to be a
good adventure.

MIURA FOURTEEN
Text articles include 8-Bit news, Atari Cor-
poration. Textpro 5.20X. Adding a Mouse.
part 3. Missile Command. by Kevin Cooke.
Software Scene. Vicky reviewed by Daniel
Baverstock. VCS FUTURA - A tribute to Jay
Miner. The VCS Rap. Hon
-
or C a r t s ,  
I n s i d e  
t h e

VCS, David Crane, etcetera. 8-Bit Memories.
with Colin and Heather Doyle. I lardware
Warehouse, a cheap home-made printer in-
terface. The 8-Bit Bookshelf, part 4. the let-ters Software scene. Daniel Baverstock
reviews SAM Designer. AMS8 report. KevinCooke at All Micro Show 8. The Black & Red.
a new column for the Atari Jaguar user. News
from the UK and USA. Doom, The Special
Edition reviewed. Slammin', part 3 of BryanZillwood's column on SMP.
DOMMENU V I .52 - An improved version of
this excellent menu program is now adoptedas standard for FUTURA.
Once again the flip side is devoted to a single

program_ Flip the disk, boot with BASIC and
you can enjoy an amazing new hypertext sys-tem for the Atari 8-bit: CARDSTAX V2.0. Go
beyond the boundaries of text with CardStax,
who need a PC anyway!

FUTURA FIFTEEN
Text articles include 8-Bit news, ACPC Hard-
ware, The Return of Atari Classics. DIP
Atati8, Eric Bemrose begins a new Futura
column on Atari 8-bit desktop publishing. Inthis first instalment, Eric asks "What is
DTP?". In subsequent columns, he will ex-
amine some of the DTP titles available for the

Atari 8-bit.. The 8-Bit Bookshelf, part 5. the
letters M-R. Games for the future, Kevin
Cooke states what he wants to see on his
XL/XE. Atari 8-Bit Memories. Adding a
Mouse. part 4. Special Forces - Operation
Blood II. VCS FUTURA - Cartridge Collecting
by David Wyn Davies. The Black & Red,
Jaguar Talk with Michael Clatworthy. Sensi-
ble Soccer. Val D'isere. Jaguar Owners Club.
Checkered Flag reviewed. Jaguar Gameoloky
with Daniel Baverstock, a detailed insight into
the current computer games market.
1.01TERY NUMBERS. FACE UP PATI-
ENCE and BOMBS AWAY! - Are three new
programs by Bryan Zillwood. REACTION 8g.CONCENTRATION TESTER - Is another
great new program by Kevin Cooke. Instruc-
tions are available within the program Itself.
CASSE:1'1E /DISK MASTER - Is the latest
tape to disk menu system from a new English
company called MADSOFT. The makers claimthat it will transfer ANY cassette software to
disk with the resulting file being compatible
with most other common menus, including
liowlen DOS and Transdisk. From my brief
trials, their claims seem to be correct! There
are no does supplied but the program is very
easy to usc have a play around with the
menu options and you should be transferringcassettes to disk in no time.

CONCLUSION
Stuart aimed to fill each disk with the very

best available articles and programs, and with
the help of his fellow Futurians I think he
succeeded, as each issue contains something
for everyone. The remaining six issues will be
detailed in my next column. •
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computer program is that it should bc
structured and Turbo Basic with its

procedures and its various kinds of loops
allows you to write in this way. I have recently
come across another kind of program loop
which you may find interesting. It is called
'Recursion' and allows a procedure to call

UA 18 REM
IT 11 REM I RECURSION - LISTING I X
UL 12 REM I BY DAVID SARGEANT X
EY 13 REM X (TURBO BASIC) X
LI 14 REM I   1
BH 15 REM 1 NEW ATARI USER - SEP 95 X
UM 16 REM IIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXIXXXXXII
YM 180 GRAPHICS 7.8:? 'RECURSION?
9V 118 DIM SPACE3(7.3):SPACE3' '041
UD 120 ? 'Main program'IX 138 EXEC RECURSION
AT 140 ? 'Main program again' :ENDJM 150 --
JO 168 --
MD 170 PROC RECURSION
CR 188 ? SPACES(1
1
1);'Forward 
' ; I

FK 190 I=I47.1
TB 288 IF 1(4 THEN EXEC RECURSION
FL 218 II-7.1
PZ 228 ? SPACEi(1,1);9ackward 1
;1VO 230 ENDPROCJL 248 --

40

Main Recursion
Linait 100
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by David Sargeant
itself as often as it requires.
As you can see from Listing # I the Recursive
procedure is executed 3 times, firstly from the
main program and subsequently from the Re-
cursive procedure itself. Below is a list of the
program Dow, you can use TRACE to see this:

210
220
230

140

1 UA 18 REM
XY 11 REM X RECURSION - LISTING 2
OL 12 REM X EY DAVID SABGEANT I
EY 13 REM I (TURBO BASIC)
LI 14 REN X
BH 15 REM I NEW ATARI USER - SEP 95 I
Litt 16 REM XXXIXXXIXXXXXIXIIIXIIIXIIXXX
EM 188 GRAPHICS 7.8:? 'RECURSION - PRIME F
ACTORS
1
:2
AG 118 INPUT 'Number (0 to exit) >',NLHBE
BI 128 WHILE NUMBER
2F 130 DIVISOR
-
42
UR 148 WHILE DIVISOR(NUMBER
FM 158 EXEC FACTOR
FE 168 DIVISOR=DIVISOMI
(iX 178 WEND :? :?
VX 188 INPUT 'Next number )
1
2
N LV B E R

PX 190 WEND :END
JD 288 --
JF 218 --
IS 228 PROC FACTOR
UM 236 IF NOT (NUMBER MOD DIVISOR)
JC 248 ? ';DIVISOR;62258 NUMBER
-
4018ER 
D I V  
D I V I S O
R

FP 268 EXEC FACTOR
IX 278 ENDIF
WA 288 ENDPROC
JV 290 --
The main program is executed down to line
130 where control is passed to the RECUR-
SION procedure. This executes down to line200 where the value of I is checked. lithe
condition is true, the RECURSION procedure
Is carried out again from the beginning, but if
it is false, lines 210-230 are carried out.
When the procedure exits program control
passes back to the place where the procedure
Was called, which could be either the RECUR-
SION procedure Itself or the main program.
Listing #2 is a small routine to show how a

recursive procedure can be used for a practic-
al purpose. It calculates the prime factors of
any positive integer. •
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AMSDATES
The All Micro Show at Stafford is still going
strong with this year's dates now available.
The Spring show - SAMS *98 is on Saturday
18 April and the regular show - AMS '98 is on
Saturday 14 November '98. Both shows are
open from 10am to 4pm and admission is 1...3
for adults with children under 14 at only 50p.
If you wish to save a few quid you can get
advance tickets from the organisers for £2
plus a stamped addressed envelope. Send to
Sharward Promotions, Knightsdale Business
Centre. 30. Knightsdale Road, Ipswich. IP I
4W.
We have no details of what Atari support will

be at the shows this year but there is always
some and a visit will be well worthwhile if you
want to find some cheap software or pick up a
disk drive (get there early!). If you also have a
PC then the show is a must as there are
literally thousands of PC programs around at
bargain basement prices.

CONTRIBUTIONS
We are desperately short of
contributions for corning issues.
Please send what you can - articles, prog-
rams,reviews of software, in fact anything
of interest to fellow Atari users. If you
cannot write yourself perhaps you could
find something in User Group publications
that we could republish?
Remember - without your contributions we
have major problems. I cannot write it all
myself!

Les Effingham
41



Features
and OPINEION2PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE

- AN ATARI OWNERS TALE!!!
S ince Atari no longer exists in the form

that we have known since the late
1970s it is perhaps a good time to

reflect on what could have been, what is and
what the future might be.
There can be no doubt that the Atari 8-bit
machines are one of, if not the best 8-bit
range of computers ever to be made, their
only problem is how badly they are under-
rated by those that have had little or no con-
tact with them. Sadly that is the vast majority
of computer users. A friend of mine who is a
Music Technology lecturer and has had vast
experience in electronics (he was one of the
first people to get an Atari Falcon and de-
velopment kit from Atari UK to enhance
music and its presentation) once told me he
was amazed at just how advanced the 8-bit
machines were when they were first released.
What might have been?
February 1986 was when I acquired my first

Atari computer. an 800XL with Phonemark
data recorder (a similar design to the Atari
XC12 but in beige and with an external power
cord - probably the forerunner to the XC 12). a
joystick and five games in the Dixons/Currysbundle for about £80. Its hard to believe that
was over ten years ago. and guess what? The
computer still works fine, even if the data
recorder only lasted a few months!
After a visit to W. II. Smith I found the

original Atari User magazine from Database
Publications which as we all know no longer
exists since it was bought out by Page 6 in
October/November of 1988. This magazine
provided my monthly fix of reviews, articles
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by Richard Gore
and type-ins which never seemed to work first
time and I was very sad to see it go. but then I
discovered Page 6 and quickly discovered it
was as good if not better than Atari User.

BOOM TIME
The month of February 1986 was the start of
the boom in Atari 8-bit budget softw-are. Upon
my first visit to my local computer shop I was
greeted by two or three shelves of software, all
of it priced at .e10 or more. Other machines
such as Spectrum, Commodore and even Am-
strad had more software and it was priced
lower but as we all know they didn't have
quite the same quality. My first purchase was
Spy Ilunter on tape for i;9.95. a vertically
scrolling car game that has you shooting
other cars, dropping oil slicks, and firing mis-
siles at. helicopters, all controlled from two
joysticks or the keyboard. a great game and at
the time it was worth the ten quid. My next
visit to the shop a couple of weeks later was
greeted with a tremendous surprise, there
amongst all the lavishly packed EIO plus
games were two cassette tapes in those single
sized cases priced at just g1.99 each. The
titles were Clumsy Cohn Action Biker and
One Man and His Droid, both from a corn-

pany called Mas ertronlc I Immediately
bought both titles. Unfortunately Action Bikerwould not load and when I returned it to the
shop the assistant asked me if I was runningit on an 800XL. which I was, and he said that
was where my problem was as it wouldn't
work Mastertronic must have fixed this prob-
lem because a couple of years later I tried
another copy from another shop and that did
work! Anyway over the next few years more
and more budget titles became available.
eclipsing the full priced titles and eventually
forcing most full priced games out of the mar-
ket. During these couple of years companies
like US Gold. MicmProse, Tynesoft and others
were releasing full price quality games. Mas-
tertronic and Firebird (a division of British
Telecom) were releasing budget games, and
smaller firms were releasing new hardware
(for example, 2-bit Systems Replay sound
digitising cartridge). If there ever were any
boom years for the Atari 8-bits then the
period of 1986 to mid 1989 were them!

DUMP TIME
The world of consumer electronics is fast
paced and machines such as the Commodore
Amiga, and the emerging IBM PC clones were
now being sold in vast numbers. Many Atari
users dumped their machines and moved on.
As a result software sales dropped and only a
few committed companies like Page 6, Zeppe-
lin games and to a lesser extent Hi-Tech and
Byte Back software were releasing new soft-
ware and/or re-releasing older software at
budget prices. The boom was well and truly
Over and only the dedicated Atari lovers were
left, but they would fight on. During this time
there were rumours of many games being
written for the Atari, like Elite, Paper Boy.
Shadow of the Beast and many, many mom.

All sorts of stories were spreading about them
and most Atari users would have given almost
anything to get copies. Some people evenclaimed to have versions of some titles. I have
seen a demo version of Shadow of the Beast
but it was nowhere near complete. Piracy, a
dodgy subject matter at the best of times, wasone reason for the death of the 8-bits, but
others have argued piracy is why the Atari
has survived so long. One thing that is for
certain is that piracy has not gone away on
any format.

COMMITTED
SUPPORTERS

Now, all that is left are a dedicated few,
several hundred, possibly a couple ofthousand users, a handful of commercial out-
lets. eg Page 6. Micro Discount (aka Derek
Fern). 0GS and one or two individuals like
myself. Several commercial outlets and Atari
Classics magazine still exist in the USA and
there is a small but flourishing community on
the Internet (usenet group
comp.sys.atari.8-bit for those with access).

POPULAR PCs?
PCs are now very popular. many people use

them at work, at school, at college or even in
the home. 16megs of memory. SVGA moni-
tors, 1.2gig hard drives, CD-ROMs and Intel
Pentium processors are all common comput-
ing terms now in this Multimedia explosion
we are experiencing. The drawback? Well the
price, for one thing, a mid-range reasonably
well equipped PC can easily cost LI 000 to
•X1200. For an extra couple of hundred
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pounds you can turn your PC into a com-
bined telephone, fax and answering machine!
Add a printer, about £200 for a colour bub-
blejet. and your free copy of Windows 95 and
Microsoft Works and you have a complete
Multimedia family entertainment console,
total outlay about £1500. Now I have spent in
excess of that amount on my Atari 8-bit
equipment and software but over a period of
ten years. I work a full time job that pays
reasonably well, but I really can't justify
spending E1500 on a PC when my existing
8-bit machine can do most of the simple
things a PC can do. Sure I can't do complex
DIP. I can't play CD-ROMS (well not yet,
there are rumours some people in Germany
are working on that!) but I can write letters, I
can write articles (this is one of them) I can
keep track of my finances. I can play many
wonderful games, and all from a machine that
originally cost less than £80. Okay, plus adisk drive that cost £150!

FULL CIRCLE?
Games consoles are now also very common,

SNES and Megadrive were very popular a year
or two ago but now the Sony Play station and
Sega Saturn are all the rage. Most games are
now supplied on CD (very cheap to duplicate).
most feature great graphics. stereo sound and
even full motion video, but just look at the
price. SAO to £50 each is about the norm.Have we come full circle? Some of the best
early Atari games were that sort of price. I
must admit I have partially succumbed as a
couple of months ago I bought. a Philips CD-I
machine at a discounted price. This machine
can play video CD films, karaoke discs and
CD-I games. Some of the games are absolut-
ley mind-blowing with full motion video.stereo sound. Some even have good game play
44 P a g e  6's New Atari User

There is a limited range of video CD films
available, which is a shame because the qual-
ity can be better than a VCR for about the
same price as VHS films, If only more wide-
screen titles were available. This system is
connected to my main TV along with my VCR
and satellite receiver and gcts used about half
an hour a week. I still use my 8-bit Atari
much more and quite often I'll spend an hour
playing Mr DO, one of my all time favourite
games. I am even still working on writing new
software, some of which you should see verysoon.
What does the future hold? Well so long as
people arc still using their 8-bit machines
there is a future for them. If we keep sub-
scribing to Page 6 and supporting the com-
mercial outlets there is no reason why we
shouldn't enjoy years more with our 8-bits.
Sure there is room for new technology. PCs
and games consoles. (I use PCs at work to
control Ultra violet spectrometers, and HPLC
machines - something the old 8-bit machines
would struggle to do. although I'm sure some
limited control would be possible) but I'll bet
you will still want to use your 8-bit Atari.Indeed software now exists that. will emulate
an Atari 8-bit machine on a PC, and this has
resulted in many ex-uscrs becoming users
again, without even owning an 8-bit
machine!!!! How's that for progress? Develop-
ment is underway to allow CD-ROM and IDE
Hard drives to be connected to your 8-bit and
even cables and software to allow your 1050
drive to be connected to your PC. Imagine the
look on your boss's face as he walks in and
sees your 1050 drive connected to his PC and
you sat there playing Pac-Man or StarRaiders!
To finish off I want to quote somebody, I'm

sorry but I've forgotten who said it but here
goes;
"Old computers never die, they just acquirededicted users." •

THE ACCESSORY SHOT
NEW PD LIBRARY ADDITIONS

DISK #289 COHNAN
A couple of excellent arcade style gameshere which have been seen before but
which author Robert de Letter has now
bundled together with a start-up menu.
The first game is The Caves of Ctulhi inwhich our hero - Cohnan - has to battle
his way along many platforms collecting
the gems but avoiding the fires, spikes and
other nasty things that will end his life.
This originally appeared in New Atari User
Issue 67 as a type-in and, of course on
that disk. The second game is much more
of a strategy game combining several for-
mats of collecting gems in a given order
and pushing items into a chamber. This
was originally on a Futura disk in 1996.
Graphics and gameplay on both are excel-
lent and together they represent a chal-
lenging set both for steady handed games
players arid those who like to think. If you
haven't got the originals this is the best
way to have them.

DON'T FORGET
FUTEIRA
DS#72 - MIRA 1
DS#73 - FUTURA 2
DS#78 MIURA 3
DS#79 - MIURA 4
DS#87 - WILMA 5
DS#89 - MIURA 6
DS#137 - FUTURA 7
DS#138 - FUTURA 8
DS#139 - FUTURA 9
DS#140 - MIRA 10
DS#141 - FUTURA 11

DS#142
DS#143
DS#144
DS#145
DS#146
DS#147
' double
DS#148
DS#149
• double
DS#150
DS#151

DS #152 - HAVE A LAUGH
Here we have a disk of jokes, stories and
anecdotes similar to the Nutworks disk
that can be found on the sT and PCs. All
of this is intended to be fun but BE WAR-
NED most of the jokes are of the 'dirty'
variety and may well offend some people.
This is made very clear in the introduction
semen where you are advised to format the
disk if you are likely to be offended. If you
like smutty jokes and the odd clean one
then you may well enjoy this. Some of the
jokes are of the burst out laughing variety
whereas others arc just plain corny and
there are plenty of 'in' jokes for computerusers and several 'true' stories. All of the
text can be accessed from a selection
menu and read like a disk newsletter,
Please don't buy this if you are not broad
minded but, if you are you can certainly
Have A Laugh as the title suggests.

- MIRA 12
- MIRA 13
- MIURA 14
- FUTURA 15
- MIURA 16
- FUTURA 17*
disk issue at E250
- FUTURA 18
- FUTURA 19*
disk issue at £2.50- FUTURA 20
- MIURA 21

RECENT
ADDITIONS
DS 0 133 - JOYRIDE
A great european demo
DS# 134 - BOBTERM
The top cornms program
DS#136 - ATARI CAD
A superb design program,
especially for those who
use circuit diagrams - ourbest seller last issue
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BARGAIN CASSETTES

13 2 3 168 11 10 512 7 6 91 14 15 4

8
1

LOS ANGELES SWAT v'

63 5 74 9 2

180 t t LOS ANGELES SWAT v' REVENGE II i t
BOMB FUSION MASTER CHESS / ROCKFORD /
DESPATCH RIDER MILK RACE / SIDEWINDER II
FEUD MR DIG / SPEED HAWK
FOOTBALL MANAGER NINJA / SPEED ZONE /
GHOSTBUSTERS ON CUE / STAR RAIDERS /
GUN LAW PANTHER / TAIL OF BETA LYRAE
HENRY'S HOUSE a/
INVASION /

PENGON
PLASTRON ,

TWILIGHT WORLD,
UNIVERSAL HERO,

KIKSTART TRANSDISK IV shows you howto transfer these to disk!

Your choice of
any 5 cassettes for £1 .50  plus 80p p&p

any 10 cassettes for E2.00 plus £1.20 p&p

NIBBLER
Disk £ 1 . 0 0MAXWELL'S DEMON
Disk £ 1 . 0 0

COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE STILL AVAILABLE
VERY LIMITED NUMBERS

(Prices inc. p&p)
DRUID
Disk S I  70LANCELOT
Cassette £1.90

JUGGLE'S HOUSE
Cassette i 1 . 7 0BATTALION COMMANDER
Cassette £ 1 . 7 0

ORDER ITEMS FROM THE ACCESSORY SHOP WM THE ORDER FORM
ENCLOSED WITH THIS ISSUE OR WRITE TO

PAGE 6, P.O. BOX 54, STAFFORD, ST16 1DR
TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED ON 017135 241133 USING ACCESS OR VISA
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PROGRAMMINGMAGIC SQUARES
David Sargeant has
been fascinated by
numbers for years
and has worked out
some rules that may
allow you to create
Magic Squares on
your Atari
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plc busy for at least 2,000 years.
They are 'magic' because whether

you add up the numbers in each row, each
column or both of the longest diagonals. you
always get the same answer. The smallest
Magic Square is 3 rows by 3 columns and in
theory there is no limit to the size of the
largest one.
Whatever size you choose, you have to follow
two simple rules to construct your own. First-ly. all the numbers must follow each other in
Sequence. for example a 3 x 3 square wouldhave to consist of the numbers I - 9 or 7 - 15.
Secondly, if you are making an even num-
bered squam (4 x 4 for example), you must

put the smallest number in one of the four
corners. For an odd numbered square (3 x 3
for example) the smallest number must go in
the middle of the top or bottom row or the
middle of the leftmost or rightmost column.

Rows, columns and the two longest di-
agonals add up to 15

A 3 x 3 Magic Square

A 4 x 4 Magic Square

Rows, columns and the two longest di-
agonals add up to 34

CATEGORIES
It is possible to work out algorithms for cal-

culating most Magic Squares and these fall
into three categories. To find out which
method to use, divide the Square number by
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4 and then proceed as follows:Use method 1 if the remainder is an odd
number. e.g. 3. 5. 7. 9

Use method 2 If the remainder is O. e.g. 4,
8. 12

Use method 3 if the remainder is 2, e.g. 6,
10, 14

57 58 3 4 5 6 63 6449 50 11 12 13 14 55 5624 23 46 45 44 43 18 1732 31 38 37 36 35 26 2540 39 30 29 28 27 34 3348 47 22 21 20 19 42 419 10 51 52 53 54 15 161 2 59 60 61 627 8

1 35 34 3 32 630 8 27 28 11 724 23 15 16 14 1913 17 21 22 20 1812 26 10 9 29 2531 2 4 33 5 36

1 2 3 4 5 67 8 9 10 11 1213 14 15 16 17 1819 20 21 22 23 2425 26 27 28 29 3031 32 33 34 35 36

The total of each row, column and diagonals
is calculated by adding the smallest and
largest numbers in the Magic Square and
multiplying the answer by half the size of the
Square, e.g. a 5 x 5 Square is (1+25)*(5/2)=65

METHOD 1
This method is a 2 stage process which in-
volves shifting numbers in each row and thenIn each column.

Stage 1
Step I - Calculate n to be the number of shifts
for each row and column by dividing the size
of the Magic Square by 2 and ignoring theremainder

Step 2 - Starting with the top row shift each
number n places to the tight Numbers
which are shifted beyond the end of the row
are wrapped around to the beginning of thesame row

Step 3 - Subtract 1 from n and repeat Step 2
on the row below the previous one and con-
tinue this until n-.43

Step 4 - When n=0 you will be on the middle
row. Numbers on this row need not be
changed

Step 5 - Reset n as Step 1 and starting withthe bottom row this time shift each number
n places to the left. Numbers which are
shifted beyond the beginning of the row are
wrapped around to the end of the same row

Step 6 - Subtract 1 from n and repeat Step 5
on the row above the previous one and con-
tinue this until n=0. You will have reached
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the middle row again and this stage is now
complete

Stage 2
This Is a similar process to Stage 1, but

whereas in Stage 1 rows of numbers are shif-
ted right and left, this time numbers in each
column are shifted downwards and upwards.
A 5 x 5 Magic Square
Start with the numbers in sequence

1 2 36 7 8 11 12 1316 17 1821 22 23

49141924

510152025
Stage 1 complete, n=2

4
5  
1  
2  
3

10 6  7  8  911 12 13 14 1517 18 19 20 1623 24 25 21 22
Stage 2 complete. n=2

17 24 1  8  1523 5  7  14 164 6  13 20 2210 12 19 21 311 18 25 2  9

METHOD 2
This is a two stage process which involves
reversing certain rows of numbers and swap-
ping blocks of numbers
Stage 1
Calculate n1 to bc the number of rows which
have to be reversed by dividing the size of the
Magic Square by 2 and n2 to be the number
Atari User

of rows to leave unchanged before beginning
the reversing procedure by dividing n I by 2-
So after leaving n2 rows as they are. reverse
the numbers in the next ni rows.

Stage 2
Calculate block to be the row and column

size of each block of numbers to swap by
dividing the Magic Square number by 4. Then
separate the Magic Square into 16 smaller
squares of numbers and swap them asfollows:

1 25 69 1 013 1 4

Smaller squares
371115

Swap the numbers in squares1 and 13
4 and 16
6 and 10
7 and 11

481216

An 8 x 8 Magic Square
1 2  3  4  5  6  7  89 10 11 12 13 14 15 1617 18 19 20 21 22 23 2425 26 27 28 29 30 31 3233 34 35 36 37 38 39 4041 42 43 44 45 46 47 4849 50 51 52 53 54 55 5657 58 59 60 61 62 63 64

Stage 1 complete, n1=4, n2=2
1 2  3  4  5  6  7  89 10 11 12 13 14 15 1624 23 22 21 20 19 18 1732 31 30 29 28 27 26 2540 39 38 37 36 35 34 3348 47 46 45 44 43 42 4149 50 51 52 53 54 55 5657 58 59 60 61 62 63 64

Stage 2 complete. block = 2

METHOD 3
Try as I might I have not been able to work
out an algorithm for this type of Square.
Rules I have worked out for a 6 x 6 Square do
not remain the same for a 10 x 10 square. so
you will have to resort to trial and error.

A 6 x 6 Magic Square

Trial and error came up with this answer.
3 numbers on the top row are swapped with 3numbers on the bottom row
3 numbers on the second row are swappedwith 3 numbers on the fifth row
3 numbers on the third row are swapped with3 numbers on the fourth row

So there you have some basic rules for creat-
ing Magic Squares. Let's see if you can trans-
late these into a program for creating Magic
Squares on your Atari and perhaps we can
publish the results in a future issue. •
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John S Davison
explores theInternet and
discovers all
the wonders
of a brave new
electronic
world
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Atari resource on the Internet I'd not
heard of before. It's a World Wide Web

site called the Atari Reference Desk (ARD),
which can be found at http://www.
geocities.com/SiliconValley/Peaks!
6320/atar1001.htm. It sounded just the sort
of thing Atari fans needed - a central refer-
ence point for all things Atari, So, I decided to
check it out and report my findings here. It's
aimed at users of the Atari 68000 based sys-
tems (STs onwards), although future coverage
is promised (and is starting to appear) for8-bit and Portfolio users.
As a general observation. Web sites some-
times tend to be disappointing, as the mate-
rial they contain can be either out of date or
turns out to be just a list of references to
other sites. It's possible to waste a lot of time
just hopping across links from site to site and
never actually getting anywhere in terms of
finding useful information. Occasionally a
site's prime reason for existence seems to beas a vehicle for the owner to show off his
technical skills as a web page builder. con-
taining screens full of flashy presentation giz-
mos that take forever to load, but offer very
little in the way of real, useful content. ARD
was said to be different. so I was keen to try it
out. Ilere's what I found.

ST-FRIENDLY SITE
ARD's designer. Terry Ross, has taken theview that his site should be accessible by
Atari users with relatively modest system re-
sources rather than PC owners with incred-
ibly powerful Pentium II systems. This means
that the coding behind the site's pages has
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been  kept fairly sparse so an STs lowly pro-
cessor can happily handle it. Graphics usage
has been minimised, so memory usage. disk
usage. and download times are kept low too.
Teny uses an STe (admittedly with 4MB
RAM). 1 x 720KB floppy drive (but no hard
drive), and a 14.4KB/s modem - a modest
setup indeed when compared with today's
typical PC configuration.ARD is divided into four main sections. enti-
tled Links (what a surprise!). Program Refer-
ence Library, Miscellaneous Info Dept.. and
Atari Community Bulletin Board. The Links
section is subdivided into five further topics
called Quick Links; General Links: Name
Links; Help: and Others (the last of which
doesn't seem to be working at present). Click-
ing on Quick Links pulls up an alphabetic listof 85 other WWW sites of interest to Atari
users. It's intended for use when you already
know about a particular site, but have forgot-ten its URIL.
Clicking on "General Links' produces what
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Welcome
screen of
the Atari
Reference
Desk.

appears be a list of Terry's favourite sites, and
is roughly divided into subsections which in-
clude "ST Magazines" (on-line ones. that is),"Atari Hardware Information". "Useful Links",
and "Computer Related Pages". II truntn. could
do with better classification here, but Terry
admits that there's still work to do in this
area. I noted some well known names
amongst the sites listed, such as Calamus
Desktop Publishing. ICD Atari Products, and
Gribnif Software, to name but three. This sec-
tion also attempts to track and highlight
changes of site addresses, a frequent "feature"
of ViTWW sites. You can access a site through
a given address for months, then suddenly
you get an error message saying it's no longer
there. What's often happened is that the site'sowner has found a better deal with a different
Internet Service Provider so has moved his
site there (sometimes with no warning to
users!). ARD monitors these changes and
helpfully provides the new LIIU address.
"Name Links" is something I haven't come
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across before. If you've been involved in theAtari scene on the Internet and remember a
participant's name but can't remember theirsite name or address, then this is an invalu-
able tool. You just look up the person's name
and click on it to link directly to their Web
site. Now that's pretty neat. There were 56
people named in the list, some of whom I
recognised from previous Web surfingsessions.
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8-BIT LINKS
Help Links provides links to sites providing

help in various categories. For instance. there
are links here for the 8-bit systems. e.g. to
Michael Current's superb Atari 8-bit FAQ
(Frequentiv Asked Questions) document.
which I've mentioned in previous articles. It
also covers 8-bit upgrade. modification and
add-on topics; emulators; and lists of Atari
vendors and developers. Oh, and there's CV Cn
help for new users - although I wouldn't think
there are many of those around these days! In
the Communications Help section there's a
link to an FAQ on the Beginner's Guide to
Communications using your ST. and another
covering Atari connectivity to the Internet. I
downloaded both of these and discovered they
were dated 1995 and 1994 respectively. Not
so good. New communications software has
been released since then (e.g. CAB for WWW
access via the Si'), but why do you rarely sec
anything about it on these WWW sites?
The next section on ARD is the "Program
Reference Library". The "Index" of this sub-
section claimed to provide information on
Atari programs, such as where to get them,
where to register copies, etc. I was expectingit to contain hundreds of entries, but it held
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only - wait for it - SIX! This was a major
disappointment - it's hardly worth bothering
for such a sparse list. The next subsection
provides a facility for current or past Atari
programmers to enter details of their prog-
rams. Suddenly all became clear. You only
see an entry if the programmer has found thesite and taken the trouble to enter the details.
Looks like only a handful have done this so
far. Hopefully this will improve over time.

WHATEVER
HAPPENED TO...?
Then we have the "Miscellaneous Info Dept"

and this contains two subsections. The first,
"Whatever Happened To...". is an attempt to
shed some light on what happened to the
personalities of the Atari scene of years gone
by. You can post a request for a particular
person and users of ARD can then enter any
information they know about that person's
whereabouts and what they arc doing now.
For instance, remember Clayton Walnum? He
used to write for ANALOG magazine years
ago. Well, he's apparently alive and kicking
and now spends his time writing program-
ming manuals. His e-mail and Web site
addresses are provided so you can contact
him if you wish. This is a great idea, but
again there are only half a dozen or so entries
with follow-up details, plus another two or
three requests for information. (Thinks - I
might submit Less name for this, together
with details of NAUl).
The second subsection is called "Random
Facts", and is supposed to contain Atari re-
lated rumours, clarification, and trivia, but

contained no information and didn't appear to
link to anything. Similarly the final major
section. "Atari Community Bulletin Board".
had a note attached saying plans for this have
been put on hold. so has no content either.

NOW FOLLOW
THE LINKS

If ARD's content is on the light side, what
about the quality of the links? One link that
caught my eye was "liallvards Atari ST Global
Access Page" run by 'lanyard Tangeraas.
When accessed, this site actually announced
itself as 'The Atari Hyperlink Launchpad". Ohno, not ANOT1IER list of links! This one has
15 sections. and I was inmnediately attracted
to the "MIDI/Sound" section (music being one
of my major interests). This in turn led to a
list of 16 further links, one of which was
"Notator/Creator SL Users Page". Bingo!
Ernagic's Notator is the software I use for
MIDI sequencing and music score production
on rnv sr (and I also use its successor. Etna-
gic's Logic. on my PC - also available on the
sm Following this link produced a page tell-
ing roe I could now subscribe (for free) to a
Notator mailserver located in Austria. This is

Entry to the Notator/
Creator SL Users site

like a worldwide bulletin board for Notator
which automatically e-mails any new en-
tries posted there directly to subscribers -
you don't have to go and fetch them your-
self. It only came into use on 7 February
98, so this news was bang up to date.
signed up for this immediately, and the
next time I logged on there were e-mail
messages confirming my participation and

instructions on how to use the service. From
that point on I started receiving messagesfrom Notator users. Great - it works!
The next link I tried was to the World Wide
Logic Users Web site. This, in fact, seemed to
cover all Emagic's products so was a real find.
It's not run by Emagic, but by users for users.There's a whole stack of useful items here - in
particular some superb looking online tuto-
rials for various Ernagic products. Emagit's
music programs are VERY complex and the
user manuals provided are, shall we say.
somewhat opaque. so a site like this is the
answer to a prayer. Although the tutorials use
the Apple Mac versions of the software. thePC anti Atari versions are similar. There was
only time for a quick look while preparing this
article, but I was very impressed and shall
certainly come back here for a more thorough
perusal.

FREE SOFTWARE
There are another 15 links from the IIyper-
link Launchpad, including to Sweet Music
Software who provide the freely downloadable
'Sweet Sixteen" Si' MIDI sequencer. and Hol-
lis Research from where you can obtain the
famous "Trackman" sequencer and "MIDI-
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man" universal editor controller, also for free.
The last two were full commercial ST products
in their day, and John Hollis, their author.
has removed the copy protection and made
them freely available on the Internet now they
have little commercial value, What a great
gesture - it's a pity more authors don't have
John's enlightened attitude to old software
products.
So what of ARD, which was after all our
original topic? Well. it's NOT a source of mate-
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rial in its own right. which is what I was
(perhaps mistakenly) expecting. It IS an excel-
lent starting point if you're searching the In-
ternet for Atari material. After all, if I hadn't
gone there I probably wouldn't have found my
way to the Notator mailserver or the Logic
Users site, and both of these are very useful
resources, to me anyway. It just goes to show
that you shouldn't deride sites that provide
only links. They could be just the links you
need. •

NAU Internet Contact List
The following NAU readers would welcome e-mail contact from other Atari users. If you'd like to
be added to this list please drop an e-mail note to John S Davison at the address below

Daniel Baverstock
Paul BromleyPaul Carlson
Johnny ChanMichael Current
John S Davison
Damian Dixon
Gary DundasDerek Fern
Dean GarraghtyJoel Goodwin
Paul Herbert
Gordon Hooper
Fred MeijerAnn O'Driscoll
Allan Palmer
Paul Rixon
Paulo A Rodrigues
Brad Rogers
Nigel Turton
Henning WrightDaniel Yelland
Bryan Zillwood

dbaverstock@mistral.co_uk
poloramleyOstudent.outedu.ou
paul.carlsonOhn.se
jwchanOclara.net
mcurrentOcarleton.edu
john davisonOcompuserve.com
domianOtenet.co.uk
dav ado rCci) hotkey.net.ou
101755 .2 4430compuserve com
dgs@clara.net
jgoodwin©wilco,co.uk
147378.97@swansea.ac.uk
ua558Ct)freenet.victoria.bc.ca
lmeijer@dsv.nl
annod©iolie
100644.1 040Ez)compu se rve. com
rixonp.railtrack@erns.rail co.uk
nop25450@mall.telepac.pi
brad@pianosa.dernon.co.uk
npturton@msn.com
kotta@algonet.se
yh182530@stmail.stafis.ac.uk
Id,j.zillwoodOexeter.ac.uk

contact contact contact
FOR SALE
SPACE NEEDED: Due to
lack of space, an Atari software
collector has a very full rangeof titles for sale. Anyone in-
terested can ask for lists. All
titles are original with both
packaging and full info. Also
many books, STOS and manu-
als etc. Magazines - Page 6and Atari User. Also available
ST/E software, all originals.
magazines - ST User, ST For-
mat, ST Action up to finalissues. Cover disks also avail-
able, HARDWARE - Atari 800
with translator: 130XE: two
XL's, 65XE; 810 drive: two
1050 drives (1 with US Doub•
ler, 1 with Happy chip): 1029
printer with spare ribbons_ All
with power supplies and leads.
Phone any time - S. Keyworth01246 851395. Can deliver if
order large enough. I am opento offers.
FOR SALE: Atari 8-bit hard-
ware and software, For list
please contact Mike on
(01302) 834410 or e-mail ham-
ster@super.net.uk

WANTED
CHROMA CAD: Chrome
Cad package wanted or any
good design package to run on
expanded XL. Also Eprom
Programmer or details about_
Please phone Karl on 01226270842
MAGAZINES: I am looking
for PAGE 6 issues 1 to 30, 32
and 35. Anybody got any
leads'
) 
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Valerie Drive, Schenectady,
N.Y. 12309, USA
DISK DRIVE: 1050 disk drive
wanted for Atari 800XL. Must
have all connection leads.
Must be in good working order
and reasonably priced. Mustbe in London/M25 area for
pick-up. Contact Steve on0181 501 4739
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HELP
ERROR CODES: Can any-one please help me with ex-
plaining the various Error
Codes. I am trying to program
our 800XL but keep gettingerrors. I have a list of the Error
codes but don't know what
they mean. Can anyone help?Please contact S Bateman on
0181 501 4739

AMR!'

FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
The CONTACT column is free of charge to subscribers who wish to sell their
equipment or contact other readers. Space is limited so we request that entries be
kept as short as possible. Extremely long entries may be heavily edited or ignored.
Send your CONTACT notice on a separate sheet of paper (not, as part of a letter) to:

CONTACT, PAGE 6 PUBLISHING, STAFFORD, ST16 1DR
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